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European Union Security and Defense Policy:
Response to Unipolarity?

BARRY R. POSEN

The European Union has, since 1999, moved deliberately, if slowly,
to develop the capability to undertake autonomously a range of
demanding political military operations beyond Europe’s borders.
This effort, the European Security and Defense Policy (ESDP), is a
puzzle insofar as post-Cold War Europe is very secure, and most
European nations are members of an established alliance, the U.S.-
led North Atlantic Treaty Organization. ESDP is best explained by
the international relations theory known as structural realism, the
modern guise of balance of power theory. Balance of power theory
is contrasted with balance of threat theory. Though European states
are not motivated by a perception of an imminent threat from the
United States, they are balancing U.S. power. The concentration of
global power in the United States, unipolarity, is uncomfortable even
for its friends who fear the abandonment that U.S. freedom of action
permits and who wish to influence the global political environment
the United States could create.

Since 1999 the European Union (EU) has proceeded at a steady pace to de-
velop an autonomous capability to act militarily. This is a puzzle. With the
collapse first of Soviet and then Russian power, Europeans acknowledge that
they are safe from the threat of traditional attacks. For additional insurance,
NATO, along with the U.S. commitment to European defense it carries with it,
persists and indeed has found new missions to keep it occupied, especially
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the pacification of the politically unstable regions on Europe’s periphery. The
EU’s institutional history is largely as an organization to improve European
economies and (originally) to so integrate European heavy industry that the
development of national war economies would prove difficult for any fu-
ture aspirants to continental hegemony. Europe would not appear to need
another military security provider, and the EU would seem an improbable
candidate for such a project.

The European Union has improved its ability to act autonomously in
security matters since 1999. “There is a political tide running and there is
a sense that Europe’s security and defence policy is suddenly beginning to
happen,” declares Nick Witney, the British chief of the new European De-
fence Agency.1 As the Council of the European Union’s Secretary General
and High Representative for Foreign Policy, Javier Solana is the civilian fig-
ure in charge of coordinating EU foreign policy. Mr. Solana has, for the first
time, coaxed European Union member states into publishing a security strat-
egy document, “A Secure Europe in a Better World.”2 Political and military
organizations have been created both to organize and to manage EU mili-
tary operations. The EU has taken over peacekeeping in Bosnia Herzegovina
(Operation Althea) after having conducted several smaller missions in Africa
and the Balkans. Finally, at the national level, but coordinated on a Europe-
wide basis, defense procurement programs have been launched to overcome
key lacunae that in the past have limited Europe’s ability to act militarily. As
a potential security player in its neighborhood, the European Union is a
vastly more capable actor than it was when its predecessor, the European
Community (EC), could do essentially nothing militarily to influence the wars
following the collapse of Yugoslavia in the early 1990s. Moreover, neither
the rejection of the European constitution in France and the Netherlands nor
the bitter intra-European squabbles associated with the 2003 Iraq War have
prevented further progress.

Why did the European Union decide to get into the security business?
This article will offer one explanation—the very great power of the United
States and all its implications for transatlantic relations and global politics.
This is a structural realist explanation. I do not argue that the EU is balanc-
ing against a perceived imminent existential threat from the United States;
instead, I argue that the EU is preparing itself to manage autonomously se-
curity problems on Europe’s periphery and to have a voice in the settlement
of more distant security issues, should they prove of interest. It is doing
so because Europeans do not trust the United States to always be there

1 Daniel Dombey and Eric Jansson,“The Mission Beginning today in Bosnia,” Financial Times, 2
December 2004.

2 European Council, European Union, A Secure Europe in a Better World, European Security Strategy
(Brussels, 12 December 2003), http://www.iss-eu.org/solana/solanae.pdf.
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to address these problems and because many Europeans do not like the
way the United States addresses these problems. They want another option,
and they realize that military power is necessary to have such an option.
The EU is balancing U.S. power, regardless of the relatively low European
perception of an actual direct and imminent threat emanating from the
United States.

Below I discuss Europe’s strategic importance to the United States, sum-
marize structural realist theory and its predictions for U.S. and European be-
havior, test those predictions against the evidence, and assess the future im-
plications of these developments for the United States. The main purpose of
this article is to understand the European Security and Defense Policy (ESDP)
and its trajectory. I will show that structural realist theory tells us much about
ESDP’s past and therefore can help us predict its future. The effort to mobilize
theory to understand an event inevitably involves some testing of the theory.
I thus review the causal logic of balance of power theory and integrate with
it the new fact of the concentration of power in the United States. I argue, in
contrast to much recent analysis, that the theory predicts balancing behavior,
regardless of whether or not other states share a perception of imminent mil-
itary threat from the United States. I argue, in contrast to many observers, that
balancing behavior is observable in Europe. This case produces a particularly
rewarding test for structural realist theory because its closest competitors on
this subject, liberal theories and balance of threat theories, predict little or
no balancing in Europe.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS: THE ENDURING STRATEGIC RELEVANCE
OF EUROPE

The security aspirations of the EU are of more than academic interest: they
have practical policy implications. Because a large gap exists between the
aggregate military capability of the EU and that of the United States, it is
tempting to be dismissive of the EU’s efforts. But outside the United States,
the member states of the EU today are among the world’s most capable mil-
itary powers. Together they spend 40% of what the United States spends.
Static measures long used by NATO to assess military output suggest that
the four largest members of the EU collectively generate about a third as
much ground, air, and naval capability as the United States, though only
about one-ninth the air lift.3 In 2003, the EU allocated about a third as much
money to military research and development (R&D) and procurement as the

3 Calculated from information in Office of the Secretary of Defense, Department of Defense, Report
on Allied Contributions to the Common Defense (Washington, DC, 2002).
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United States.4 Britain and France are the only two states in the world to-
day aside from the United States with any global power projection capability
whatsoever, and they have plans to improve these capabilities. It is often said
that much European defense money is spent inefficiently because funds are
divided among so many states and must support redundant administrative
overhead and capabilities. This argument is weak, however, because most of
the spending (75%) is concentrated in four countries, and nearly half (45%)
is concentrated in two—Britain and France.5 Inefficiencies there may be, but
the concentration of spending in these four countries suggests that they are
probably not a result of too much overhead.6

The states of the EU have roughly the same number of men and women
under arms as the United States, and their personnel are well educated and
easily trained. The major militaries—including those of Britain, France, Italy,
the Netherlands, and Spain—either are entirely professional or are in the pro-
cess of becoming so. Germany’s conscript army is slowly transforming itself
into a hybridized form, conscript in name but with combat forces manned
almost entirely by a large professional cadre.

The United States still relies on bases in Europe for power projection.
Much of the NATO and national infrastructure built to defend against a Soviet
attack remains in place. Though scarce U.S. ground forces are leaving Europe
because they are desperately needed elsewhere, U.S. air and naval forces
remain. Airfields in Europe extend the range and increase the flexibility of
U.S. strategic airlift assets. European ports continue to provide support for U.S.
naval operations in the Mediterranean. The United States could do without
this infrastructure and still project power into the Middle East and Persian
Gulf, but this would prove much more expensive and complex than it is at
present.

These facts have several implications. First, European states are good
allies for the United States to have. They have a lot of capability. Second,
the facts suggest that if they had to do so, the Europeans could probably go
it alone under a wide variety of circumstances. The essential material base
is there today, though important enablers will not be in place for about a
decade. The administrative base is gradually being put into place. That said,

4 Office of the Secretary of Defense, Department of Defense, 2004 Statistical Compendium on Allied
Contributions to the Common Defense (Washington, DC, 2006). This report uses 2003 data. Estimate is
based on Table C5, “Selected Indicators of Contributions.” Turkey and Canada are excluded as they are
not EU members. Austria, Ireland, Finland, and Sweden are also excluded due to a lack of comparability.

5 Britain and France are nuclear powers. They are the only states in the world aside from the United
States with any global power projection capability. They also both strive to maintain a degree of national
autonomy in very specialized, expensive intelligence and communications capabilities. One suspects that
these are the principal areas of expensive duplication in European military spending

6 Though available figures may not be strictly comparable, the ratio of active military personnel to
civilian employees in the German, French, and U.K. militaries is roughly equal to that of the United States.
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Europe probably cannot, and will not any time soon, become a formidable
adversary of the United States. But with this military base, a combined Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) equal to that of the United States, and a population
half again as large the EU could prove a challenge under improbable cir-
cumstances. More plausibly, Europe will within a decade be reasonably well
prepared to go it alone. This will have important implications for transatlantic
relations, as allies that are prepared to look after themselves, and know it,
will prove even less docile than they have already. U.S. strategists and citi-
zens should thus follow carefully the EU’s efforts to get into the defense and
security business.

STRUCTURAL REALISM AND UNIPOLARITY-TENETS OF REALISM

Quietly and cautiously, Europeans appear to be balancing U.S. power. The
theory of structural realism predicts this. Structural realism depicts the world
as an anarchy—a domain without a sovereign. In that domain, states must
look to themselves to survive. Because no sovereign can prevent states from
doing what they are able in international politics, war is possible. The key
to survival in war is military power—generated either internally or through
alliances, and usually both. States care very much about their relative power
position because power is the key to survival—both in a physical sense and
in the political sense of the continued exercise of sovereignty. Power is also
the key to influence in the system. It enables defense and offense, deter-
rence and coercion. States therefore try to grow their power when they
believe they can do so without too much risk. They try especially hard
to preserve the power they have. Because war is a competition, power is
relative.

A state’s power position can deteriorate due to another power’s do-
mestic or foreign success. Europe’s security improved with the collapse of
the Soviet Union, a U.S. success, but the U.S. power position improved even
more. Europe is collectively much stronger relative to Russia now than it
was; it is weaker relative to the United States than it was. When another
power increases its capacities through either internal or external efforts, oth-
ers have incentives to look to their own position. States behave this way
not because they do understand the intentions of other states but because
they do not.7 Anarchy permits exploitation of the weak by the strong, mak-
ing international politics a competitive realm. Thus states do not wish to be

7 This is Kenneth Waltz’s central prediction. Speaking of the anarchical condition of international
politics, he observes, “A self-help system is one in which those who do not help themselves, or who
do so less effectively than others, will fail to prosper, will lay themselves open to dangers, will suffer.
Fear of such unwanted consequences stimulates states to behave in ways that tend toward the creation of
balances of power.” See Kenneth N. Waltz, Theory of International Politics (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley,
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weak relative to others nor do they wish to depend on them.8 If one state
improves its relative power position—by vanquishing an old enemy, find-
ing new allies, building more military power, achieving and demonstrating
qualitative improvements in its military capacity, purposefully improving its
ability to generate military capability, or endeavoring to dominate critical
strategic geography or resources abroad—others will likely take note and
respond. They find their own allies, mobilize their own capabilities, and em-
ulate the successful competitive practices of other powerful states, including
military and diplomatic practices.9 This is balancing behavior in the struc-
tural realist variant of balance of power theory. Structural realism predicts
both a general pattern of competitive behavior that ultimately leads to bal-
ances and deliberate balancing against particular powers, usually the most
powerful states in the system. Both constitute balancing, and elements of
both types of balancing are present in post-Cold War Europe. Structural real-
ism does not predict all powers will behave this way all the time; however,
those who do are more likely to thrive, and those who do not are likely to
suffer.

Many realist theorists now limit the term “balancing” to encompass only
alliance diplomacy and military buildups to prepare for war with a particular
state that might attack it directly or attack interests abroad so important as to
be worth a fight. According to Randall Schweller:

Balancing means the creation or aggregation of military power through
internal mobilization or the forging of alliances to prevent or deter the
territorial occupation or political and military domination of the state by
a foreign power or coalition. Balancing exists only when the stakes con-
cern some form of political subjugation or, more directly, the seizure of
territory, either one’s homeland or vital interests abroad . . . Thus balanc-
ing requires that states target their military hardware at each other in
preparation for a potential war.10

This definition of “balancing” seems much more consistent with balance of
threat theory than with balance of power theory. The former explicitly in-
corporates assessments of intentions into a decision to balance. The essence

1979), 118. See also John J. Mearsheimer, The Tragedy of Great Power Politics (New York: W.W. Norton,
2001), 29–54.

8 Waltz, Theory, 105–07.
9 Waltz, Theory, 118, 124, 127–28.
10 See Randall L. Schweller, “Unanswered Threats: A Neoclassical Realist Theory of Underbalancing,”

International Security 29, no. 2 (Fall 2004): 166. See also Stephen Brooks and William C. Wohlforth,
“Hard Times for Soft Balancing,” International Security 30, no. 1 (Summer 2005): 78–79. They argue that
“soft-balancing,” (a term coined recently for organized diplomatic harassment of the United States) like
any other balancing, must be “linked causally to the systemic concentration of power in the U.S.” and
must be motivated by the concern that “the concentration of power in the United States” could become
“a direct security threat” (ibid.). They do not quite define “direct security threat.”
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of the structural realist version of balance of power theory is power and
possibility, not intentions. Accepting Schweller’s definition of balancing
would remove from structural realist theory the engine that drives much
of the competitive behavior we see in international politics—the fear and
uncertainty that arises from the condition of anarchy. Because of anarchy
states must rely on their own preparations to defend themselves. Because of
anarchy any state may, if it wishes, aggress against others or their interests.
Because of anarchy states are wise to be concerned about capability im-
provements and power increases by others appearing to have the potential
to outmatch their own; the others may use that advantage later to aggress
against them or their interests. Again, much of the competitive behavior in
international politics does not arise because states have formed clear views
of the intentions and plans of others but because the combination of anar-
chy with capability permits others to do whatever they can, whenever they
choose.

States may choose from a small menu of basic behaviors to ensure their
survival. States of the first rank are generally expected to balance against the
greatest powers; they figure failure to look to their own capacities will permit
future predation. They will build up their capabilities and form balancing
alliances if they can do so. Sometimes, however, great powers may choose
to buckpass—to look to their own national capacities to the extent that they
can—but hope, bet, or scheme to get other great powers to shoulder the
majority of the risks and costs of containing the greatest power.11 As Robert
Pape suggests, the distribution of power is so lopsided in the world today
that there is no state sufficiently powerful to catch the passed buck.12 If one
state expands its power, others may try to bandwagon with it in the hope
of getting a good deal. Realists on the whole expect small, weak states to
bandwagon because they have little choice.13 Some second rank, but still
consequential, powers may also bandwagon with the greatest states in a
gamble to improve their own positions.14 All these behaviors are observed,
but unless we are to attribute the ultimate failure of all aspiring hegemons on
the Eurasian landmass in modern times to chance, balancing has ultimately
happened. Balancing is accomplished mainly by small coalitions of the most
capable powers and is ultimately backed with enough force to exhaust or
destroy the expansionists.

11 On buck-passing, see Mearsheimer, Tragedy, 157–62.
12 Robert Pape, “Soft Balancing against the United States,” International Security 30, no. 1 (Summer

2005): 16.
13 For a literature review on bandwagoning and skepticism about whether even weak states do it

unless they absolutely have no other alternatives, see Eric J. Labs, “Do Weak States Bandwagon,” Security
Studies 1, no. 3 (Spring 1992): 383–416.

14 Randall L. Schweller, “Bandwagoning for Profit: Bringing the Revisionist State Back In,” Interna-
tional Security 19, no. 1 (Summer 1994): 72–107.
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The Distribution of Capabilities

Because structural realists believe that power is the key means for states in
international politics, they view the distribution of capabilities in the system
as an important causal variable. Historically, there have existed two patterns:
multipolarity and bipolarity. Realists are now forced to consider the implica-
tions of another distribution of power, “unipolarity” as it has been dubbed.
The United States today is far and away the greatest power in the world. This
goes well beyond military superiority where the U.S. advantage in inputs and
outputs is clear.15 The United States’overall economic and technological ca-
pability exceeds that of almost any other dyad of existing consequential na-
tion states—Russia, China, Japan, Germany, France, United Kingdom, Italy.16

Though China is growing fast, U.S. material superiority is likely to persist for
many years, as one careful analysis convincingly argues.17 Finding a plau-
sible three-state balancing coalition that could presently equal, much less
exceed, U.S. capabilities is difficult, and this is probably the best indicator
that “unipolarity” is an appropriate description of the system. Alliances of
three or more near equals are likely to prove difficult to manage, especially
if, as is the case, they are widely separated physically. Practically speaking,
they cannot easily concentrate power for offense or defense.

How Will the Greatest Power Behave?

How might unipolarity work?18 First, the greatest power can be expected
to exploit its opportunity to organize international politics to best suit its
interests. In particular, one predicts that the United States will try to consoli-
date and indeed improve its unusual relative power advantage.19 U.S. power

15 On the military aspects of U.S. superiority, see Barry R. Posen, “Command of the Commons, The
Military Foundation of U.S. Hegemony,” International Security 28, no. 1 (Summer 2003): 5–46.

16 On the power position of the United States, see William C. Wohlforth, “The Stability of a Unipolar
World,” International Security 24, no. 1 (Summer 1999): 5–41. To equal U.S. GDP in 1997, one would have
to add the GDPs of the next three economic powers (ibid., 12). Between 1995 and 1997, the United States
spent more on all types of research and development than Britain, Japan, France, and Germany combined
(ibid., 19).

17 Ibid. Kenneth Waltz, on the other hand, does not expect unipolarity to last long. See Kenneth
N. Waltz, “Evaluating Theories,” American Political Science Review 91, no. 4 (December 1997): 913–17.
“In light of structural theory, unipolarity appears as the least stable of international configurations” (ibid.,
915).

18 Key articles on structural realism and unipolarity are Christopher Layne, “The Unipolar Illusion:
Why New Great Powers Will Rise,” International Security 17, no. 4 (Spring 1993): 5–51; Michael Mas-
tanduno, “Preserving the Unipolar Moment: Realist Theories and U.S. Grand Strategy after the Cold War,”
International Security 21, no. 4 (Spring 1997): 49–88; Kenneth N. Waltz, “Structural Realism after the Cold
War,” in America Unrivaled, ed. G. John Ikenberry (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 2002),
29–67 [first published in International Security 25, no. 1 (Summer 2000): 5–41].

19 I infer this from Mearsheimer, Tragedy. Mearsheimer argues that those states that find themselves
in a position of great material superiority over their neighbors will act to consolidate that superiority and
indeed to achieve hegemony in their continental space. They do so because they cannot be certain that
these states will fail to grow their power and thus become a future danger. Mearsheimer does not predict
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creates its own foreign policy energy.20 Second, the United States will not
see itself as particularly constrained by the risk that another great power or
even a coalition of great powers might directly oppose any particular action it
chooses.21 There isn’t another equivalent great power to do so, and it would
take an unusually large and cohesive coalition of the other consequential
powers to make much trouble for the United States. Third, the United States
can be expected to behave in ways that seem capricious to its allies and
friends.22 It will take up issues abroad with little thought to the views of its
allies because their capabilities will not seem critical to U.S. success. More-
over, the allies essentially have no place else to go; there is no great power
out there to exploit their unhappiness or U.S. absence.

How Will the Other Consequential Powers Behave?

Will consequential powers bandwagon, balance, or buckpass? Given U.S.
power, we should expect small states to bandwagon; they should hug the
United States closely, lend it what support they can, and avoid antagonizing
it, unless they have other viable options. The larger states face a more inter-
esting choice.

that even powerful states will cross the oceans to achieve global hegemony; he effectively believes that
water confers a very strong defensive advantage. This caveat seems a theoretical error given his premises
and his critique of the “status quo bias” in structural realism, as developed by Waltz. A simpler and more
consistent prediction would be that great powers expand to the limits of their capability, which they will
only learn the hard way. Waltz sometimes seems to expect that the United States will act energetically
to consolidate or improve its power position, though he does not seem to believe this is a prediction of
his theory and the fact of unipolarity. For example, Waltz disapproved of NATO enlargement as a matter
of policy, but explained it by “the momentum of American expansion. The momentum of expansion has
often been hard to break, a thought borne out by the empires of Republican Rome, Czarist Russia, and of
Liberal Britain” (Waltz, “Structural Realism,” 47). I can only attribute such regular momentum to the force
of Mearsheimer’s basic insight that even very powerful states have nightmares about the future. Waltz
also states that one key reason unipolar orders are short-lived is that “. . . dominant powers take on too
many tasks beyond their own borders, thus weakening themselves in the long run” (ibid., 52). This cries
out for an explanation, which Mearsheimer provides.

20 Mastanduno disagrees. He asserts that balance of power theory predicts the United States will
accept the inevitability of multipolarity and change its foreign policy accordingly. This is so because the
theory predicts others will balance against it in any case and the attempt to maintain unipolarity is thus
futile. I believe this prediction does not follow from the theory, or at least not from the structural realist
version of balance of power theory. Structural realism is a theory about how anarchy and the distribution
of capabilities affect the behaviors of states. It is not a theory about how statesmen’s understanding of
the theory influences their behavior. See Mastanduno, “Preserving the Unipolar Moment,” 56.

21 Mastanduno predicts, “First, we should see the United States, liberated from the confines of the
bipolar structure, behaving as an ‘unconstrained’ great power with considerable discretion in its state-
craft” (ibid., 56). As of 1997 Mastanduno believed that the prediction was proving correct. Waltz agrees
with the prediction. “The winner of the Cold War and the sole remaining great power has behaved as
unchecked powers have usually done. In the absence of counterweights, a country’s internal impulses
prevail, whether fueled by liberal or by other urges” (Waltz, “Structural Realism,” 48).

22 “Constancy of threat produces constancy of policy; absence of threat permits policy to become
capricious. When few if any vital interests are endangered, a country’s policy becomes sporadic and
self-willed. . . . A dominant power acts internationally truly when the spirit moves it” (Waltz, “Structural
Realism,” 53). Interestingly from the point of view of ESDP and its origins, Waltz cites U.S. policy on
Bosnia-Herzegovina as an example.
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Four western European states have histories as major power actors and
possess significant capability relative to most other international actors, even
though each is individually much weaker than the United States. Because of
the coexistence in Europe of NATO and the EU, these actors could choose from
an existing bandwagon option, NATO, and from an existing balancing option,
the EU.23 The latter, however, lacked even the most modest apparatus for
generating military power at the time of its birth in November 1993. The case
thus offers a good opportunity to explore the choice of whether to balance
or to bandwagon, as well as to explore how bandwagoning is done by
consequential, status quo, states, if we observe that behavior. Neither choice
is easy or self evident for the four principal European powers. None of them
are very large states that structural realist theory would expect to balance nor
are they really small states that the theory would expect to bandwagon.

Balancing the United States is very difficult, so bandwagoning may seem
reasonable to some European middle and small states. Yet these states are
not so lacking in capability that they must entrust their fates to the whims
of the United States. Bandwagoning is uncomfortable. The very great power
of the United States makes it an unreliable partner. Some U.S. international
initiatives, enabled by U.S. power, may seem to produce more problems than
they solve and implicate its allies in those problems. Efforts by the United
States to improve its power position necessarily erode the power position,
or limit the power aspirations, of others. Though the United States may be
a benign hegemon today in the eyes of some, there is no reason to assume
that this will always be so or that further improvements in its power position
will render it more restrained.24

Powers that do not fear U.S. capabilities may fear the U.S. autonomy that
such capabilities allow.25 The United States may, for its own reasons, go
absent from a region. During its absence, those who grew dependent upon

23 From the point of view of security, NATO enjoys an advantage as the established security institution.
The EU, on the other hand, is the institution that encompasses vastly more of Europe’s daily life. If we were
to view this problem as a competition of institutions, it is difficult to say which one is advantaged at this
moment. I acknowledge, however, that the presence of this functioning EU institution in Europe probably
eases the path of European balancing somewhat in a way that is not present among other middle powers
today. Lilach Gilady called this to my attention.

24 Waltz, “Evaluating Theories,” 915–16. “Unlikely though it is, a dominant power may behave with
moderation, restrain, and forbearance. Even if it does, however, weaker states will worry about its future
behavior” (ibid., 915). Writing after the Kosovo War, Robert Cottrell captured the reasoning perfectly.
“The strategic argument says, in essence: ‘You never know.’ America is a foreign country and a long
way away (although Britons are often blind to the first of those points). However sound transatlantic
relations may be at any given time, a prudent Europe cannot pursue a long-term policy of dependence
on America, because Europe cannot possibly have any guarantees about the future direction of American
policy. Hostility is highly unlikely. Indifference or incomprehension are perfectly possible. So if Europe
can provide for its own security, it should do so. And if America approves, so much the better.” Robert
Cottrell, “The ageing alliance,” The Economist, 23 October 1999.

25 “The powerful state will at times act in ways that appear arbitrary and high handed to others, who
will smart under the unfair treatment they believe they are receiving.” Waltz, “Evaluating Theories,” 916.
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it for security could suddenly find themselves with regional problems that
the United States finds uninteresting. Consequential states will at minimum
act to buffer themselves against the caprices of the United States.26 They
will generally try to carve out an ability to act autonomously should the
United States prove unwilling or unable to provide local services.27 Structural
realism thus predicts that the passing of bipolarity should be followed by a
good deal of autonomy-seeking behavior by consequential states. Though
this search for autonomy may not in the first instance be directed against the
United States, it nevertheless is motivated by the great power of the United
States. I therefore view it as balancing behavior. The collapse of the Soviet
Union removed the principal force that bound the United States to Europe.
Abandonment fears have always been present in transatlantic relations, but
they assume new urgency.

Some U.S. initiatives may create a more dangerous world in the eyes of
other states. A state as powerful as the United States exerts a strong influ-
ence on the substance of international politics. Even states that choose to
bandwagon must be concerned about their influence over the United States
because of its ability to implicate them in its projects. They will do what they
can to influence and constrain the behavior of the wagon driver. An ability to
act autonomously in the security sphere provides some bargaining leverage.
It creates a tacit and credible threat to exit the relationship. The develop-
ment of additional capabilities may also make these lesser states seem more
valuable to the United States, making the possibility of exit a more serious
loss.

Finally, other states may not wish to leave the management of global
security affairs entirely to the United States. Capable powers can be expected
to emulate the United States to the best of their ability. They will seek global
political power and influence. During the Cold War, the United States carried
the burden of global power projection for the anti-Soviet alliance. Western
Europeans largely specialized in warfare on the continent and in their neigh-
boring seas. British and French power projection capability contracted as
they shed their empires. The United States has employed the military power
projection capabilities that were its Cold War legacy to project its influence
and power across the globe. Even absent any well-conceived European plan
to contest the United States for global influence, a structural realist expects
these states to emulate U.S. practices and to build independent capabilities
to organize, command, and control military operations beyond EU borders.
If Europeans wish to influence the management of global security affairs,
they need to be able to show up globally with capabilities, including military
capabilities, that matter to local outcomes.

26 They will, in Albert Hirschman’s terms, try to maintain a plausible “exit” option.
27 See fn 7.
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How Does Structure Influence Behavior?

Anarchy and the distribution of power do not influence behavior because
their implications are fully understood by statesmen. They influence behav-
ior because power concentrations and the permissive condition of anarchy
produce constraints, temptations, and incentives. These regularly shape the
decisions of statesmen and the behavior of states. “Shape” does not mean
“determine.” The theory leaves considerable scope for freedom of action by
states and statesmen. A full understanding of unipolarity and its implications
ought not to be expected the day after the collapse of the Soviet Union.
Rather, we should expect that the distribution of power will slowly produce
the behavior patterns and problems outlined above as statesmen explore the
geo-political terrain of the post-Cold War world.

WHAT DO COMPETING THEORIES PREDICT?

Domestic and international factors make U.S.-EU security relations a challeng-
ing case for structural realism. Liberal theories of international relations, the
longest standing challengers to realism, identify key variables that assume ex-
tremely positive values in this case, and which taken together, should predict
little European concern for the U.S. power position and little interest in the
generation of autonomous military capability. The United States and the EU

are stable, enduring, liberal democracies with market economies, engaged in
a high level of transatlantic trade and investment, cohabiting a newly chris-
tened liberal security institution, NATO.

Liberal theories of international relations ought to be favored in predict-
ing the general pattern of relations among these states. John Owen argues that
the United States is facing, and will face, no balancing behavior from Europe
or Japan because like the United States, they are liberal societies headed by
leaders who all share liberal values. Thus, overwhelming U.S. power does not
threaten the core values of these states, and these states do not fear it.28 Most
European states are now partners with the United States in the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization, which some theorists now depict as more than a mere
power alliance, but an institution.29 This institution would be expected to

28 John Owen, “Transnational Liberalism and U.S. Primacy,” International Security 26, no. 3 (Winter
2001/2002): 117–52.

29 Robert B. McCalla, “NATO’s Persistence after the Cold War,” International Organization 50, no.
3 (Summer, 1996): 445–75. “While many may feel themselves part of, or identify with, a North Atlantic
security regime, they need not work ‘there’ (in NATO’s political and military headquarters)—they may
work in foreign or defense ministries, national governments, legislatures, and in a variety of other settings.
What brings them together are the norms and values they share. . . . Institutionalist theory would lead us to
expect that rather than folding NATO’s tent, declaring victory, and moving to create new institutions, NATO

members will take the alliance in new directions, making use of existing procedures and mechanisms to
build on past successes to deal with new problems” (ibid., 464, my italics).
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impart a set of relatively benign expectations about the future security-
seeking behavior of other members and reduce uncertainty about the mean-
ing of U.S. actions. Democratic peace theory only claims to predict strongly
the absence of war among democratic states. Disputes that involve the threat
or display of military power are understood to be somewhat more frequent,
but still rare.30 Here I make only a weak claim: if the theory is right, the
causes it identifies should contribute to relatively uncompetitive behavior in
the security realm between the EU and the United States. The United States
and the EU are one another’s principal trading and investment partners.31

Robert Gilpin states:

Liberals believe that trade and economic intercourse are a source of
peaceful relations among nations because the mutual benefits of trade
and expanding interdependence among national economies will tend to
foster cooperative relations. Whereas politics tends to divide, economics
tends to unite peoples. A liberal international economy will have a mod-
erating influence on international politics as it creates bonds of mutual
interests and a commitment to the status quo.32

Finally, moving away from liberal theories to ideational ones, general Euro-
pean attitudes toward the role of force in international politics are said to
be very skeptical by some close observers. Robert Cooper, a senior British
diplomat with considerable experience inside the structures of the European
Union observes that “in Germany, Italy, Greece and Spain the use of mili-
tary power has—for good historical reasons—low legitimacy. And for equally
good historical reasons, most European countries would prefer to live in a
world of law rather than one of power.”33

30 For a comprehensive review essay, see James Lee Ray, “Does Democracy Cause Peace,” Annual
Review of Political Science 1 (June 1998): 27–46.

31 “The EU and the U.S. are each other’s largest single trading partner (in goods and services),
and each other’s most important source and destination for foreign direct investment.” See European
Union, “EU-US Bilateral Economic Relations,” Factsheet, 25 June 2003, http://europa.eu.int/comm/external
relations/us/sum06 03/eco.pdf.

32 Robert Gilpin, The Political Economy of International Relations (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1987), 31.

33 Robert Cooper, The Breaking of Nations (New York: Atlantic Monthly Press, 2003), 158–59. He
goes on to suggest that Europe “. . . is militarily weak because it has chosen to abandon power politics.
The European Union started as a project to make the politics of force and threat impossible in Western
Europe . . . The European project therefore amounted to nothing less than the abandonment of foreign
policy within the European continent” (ibid., 159–60). In somewhat muted fashion, Cooper thus concurs
with the more sharply drawn characterization offered by the neoconservative polemicist Robert Kagan,
“Power and Weakness,” Policy Review 113 (June 2002), http://www.policyreview.org/jun02/. In that essay,
Kagan argues that Europeans are loathe to admit the enduring role military power plays in the world,
partly because they don’t have much and partly because they have evolved a new strategic culture. This
culture denigrates military force largely because of their unfortunate experiences with it during the first
half of the 20th century.
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These theories thus predict little if any power competition with the
United States. NATO provides Europeans with an effective war-making insti-
tution and connects Europeans, however tenuously, to the security decision-
making processes of the greatest power. Liberal theorists view NATO as having
many of the qualities of an international institution. An institutional perspec-
tive on the EU suggests that security would be an unlikely business for it
in any case. Close observers of European political opinion suggest also that
ideational factors work against a security role for Europe. In short, liberal
theories of international politics in particular do not predict an EU defense
project.

An alternative institutional perspective, most often heard in EU official
circles, especially among small state members, views ESDP as simply a logical
extension of the Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP), which itself
arose merely from a recognition that an economic bloc and loose political
entity the size of the European Union would inevitably be a global polit-
ical player. The EU, therefore, would need a foreign policy, and a foreign
policy is nothing without some kind of military capability. Economic ne-
cessity and capacity, rather than anarchy, is thus seen as the taproot. The
argument is suspect. One strong critic of ESDP argues that there is noth-
ing particularly organic about ESDP and that Europeans should instead be
“exploiting their comparative advantage by improving non-military capabil-
ities for crisis management.”34 The aspiration for the EU to have a foreign
policy was present in the original Maastricht treaty of 1992, but little ef-
fort was made until six years later to add any military teeth to this aspi-
ration. Most ESDP progress came after 1998—that is, well after the Maas-
tricht and Amsterdam treaties—and the progress of ESDP can be tied directly,
as I will show, to security issues. Nevertheless, the fact that these aspira-
tions were written into the original treaty, and have been strengthened in
the Amsterdam and Nice emendations of the treaty, demonstrates that there
has been at least a weak consensus in the EU that it must have a Foreign and
Security Policy.

Balance of threat theory, a close cousin of balance of power theory,
predicts that states will usually align together against a state that combines
great power, geographical proximity, offensive capability, and policies that
suggest malign intent.35 The United States is very powerful, but it is a distant
island, constrained by the nuclear revolution from militarily threatening any
state with a second strike capability, and covets very little abroad, especially
from consequential powers. Thus, these states will not view it as much of

34 Mette Eilstrup Sangiovanni, “Why a Common Security and Defence Policy is Bad for Europe,”
Survival 45, no. 3 (Autumn 2003): 203. She argues that ESDP’s focus on military power is divisive in any
case. “A wholehearted non-military focus for Europe’s foreign and security policy could strengthen the
Union’s political cohesion by building on those things that all member states-including small or neutral
states-can agree on and contribute to” (ibid.).

35 Stephen M. Walt, The Origins of Alliances (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1987), 17–33.
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a threat and will be little inclined to align against it. Yet observers of inter-
national diplomacy rightly observe a good bit of diplomatic opposition to
the United States. This opposition is termed “soft balancing,” a non-violent
diplomatic insurgency that aims to raise U.S. political costs.36 That this exists
at all is explained by a slight increase in the general impression of U.S. malign
intent, generated by the Bush administration’s commitment to preventive war
and to its international behavior. That this opposition is slight is explained
by some combination of the modesty of the threat, the danger of opposing
such a great power, and the collective action problems that arise among the
other consequential powers.

William Wohlforth and Stephen Brooks, reasoning from both realist
and liberal logics, predict that there will be little soft balancing or hard
balancing, external balancing or internal balancing from Europe or any-
one else.37 Their specific treatment of ESDP matters most here. They ar-
gue that its main motivation is to police Europe’s neighborhood in the
event that the United States proves disinterested and that this motive is not
a power motive. Insofar as U.S. disinterest is enabled by its great power
position, Europeans find it necessary to build up their own power in re-
sponse. Wohlforth and Brooks are correct to imply that this is not threat
balancing, but it is power balancing. They fairly site the testimony of
experts on the matter of European neighborhood concerns but unfairly
discount the testimony of others who argue that a purpose of ESDP is
to balance U.S. power.38 Finally, they argue that the Europeans are building
peacekeeping capabilities in any case and not duplicating U.S. military assets.
This last point misreads the evidence as I demonstrate below. They are cor-
rect, however, in noting that European defense spending is less than half that
of the United States, and European spending on military R&D and acquisition

36 Robert Pape, “Soft Balancing against the United States,” International Security 30, no. 1 (Summer
2005), essentially employs balance of threat theory to argue that the Bush doctrine of preventive war,
combined with U.S. power, has frightened others into opposing the United States, but only through
measures designed to “delay, frustrate, and undermine aggressive unilateral U.S. military policies” (ibid.,
10). See also T.V. Paul, “Soft Balancing in the Age of U.S. Primacy,” International Security 30, no. 1
(Summer 2005): 47.

37 Brooks and Wohlforth, “Hard Times for Soft Balancing,” posit a host of reasons for why they see
no balancing of U.S. power in the world—including the extent of the overall U.S. advantage, the defensive
advantage created by both oceans and nuclear weapons, economic interdependence, and the democratic
peace. See also Keir A. Lieber and Gerard Alexander, “Waiting for Balancing: Why the World is Not
Pushing Back,” International Security 30, no. 1 (Summer 2005): 133–37, who essentially argue in balance
of threat terms that in spite of its great power, the United States has demonstrated no malign intent toward
other consequential powers.

38 Brooks and Wohlforth, “Hard Times,” 91–93. On p. 91 they cite approvingly experts and scholars
who suggest limited regional aims for ESDP, and on p. 93 they dismiss politicians “who use balancing
language to describe their aims.” See also Sangiovanni, “Why a Common Security,” 195, a strong critic
of ESDP who agrees with Brooks and Wohlforth that fear of U.S. disengagement was the primary impetus
for ESDP but who nevertheless also notes that “a third reason for building ESDP—one that has grown in
importance since the late 1990s—is to gain ‘autonomy’ from Washington. In this view, ESDP is part of a
broader European attempt to counter-balance the American ‘hyper-power.”’
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is perhaps a fifth that of the United States. This evidence demonstrates that
the Europeans currently are not preparing for a direct head-to-head military
confrontation with the United States. Furthermore, they do not expect such
a confrontation soon. The Europeans are not threat balancing.

Below I endeavor to show that the Europeans are engaged in power
balancing. Their efforts antedate the Bush administration. They are not par-
ticularly motivated by perceptions of malign intent but rather by real knowl-
edge of the freedom of action garnered by the United States from its power
position and the assertiveness enabled by that great power. European efforts
are significant but not overwhelming. As Pape notes, the U.S. power posi-
tion that motivates Europeans to compete also motivates them to compete
with great care. Moreover, the European Union is not a unitary state, and the
concerted action of the four richest member states is necessary to generate
military capability that is even in the U.S. league. Europeans face a difficult
balancing challenge. But, in contrast to Pape, I argue that the Europeans
are hard balancing in the traditional realist way of balancing internally and
externally to generate military capability. Though Europe has decreased its
defense spending since the end of the Cold War, the wealthier European
states have increasingly oriented their defense spending on capabilities that
are analogous to those of the United States. They are emulating the capa-
bilities of the most potent power. And the European states have balanced
externally: under the auspices of the European Union, they have assembled
a military coalition with both regional and global aspirations.

EXPECTED OBSERVATIONS

Structural realism’s general theoretical predictions generate more specific
substantive predictions for this case, predictions about which nation-states
should prove the critical actors in ESDP, the occasions and rationales for key
ESDP developments, the nature of these developments, and the U.S. reaction
to them.39 First, the EU’s most capable powers, especially Britain and France,
but also Germany and to some extent Italy, should be at the heart of these
developments because they are the only members who can even consider
such an effort. Considerations of autonomy and power should figure in their
decisions to support ESDP. Second, events that demonstrate the risks of secu-
rity dependence on the United States should be the major proximate events
stimulating ESDP developments. The Balkan wars were such events, and their
lessons were closely tied to ESDP. Third, the capabilities being sought should
do more than merely deliver presents to the United States; for example, they
should provide the hope of some degree of genuine strategic autonomy. In

39 The use of the term “predict” is somewhat artificial. ESDP happened before I decided to apply
structural realism to understand it. I find in it a “natural experiment” for the theory and thus adopt the
language of theory testing and prediction.
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particular, Europeans should seek their own ability to command and control
complex, multi-national military operations beyond their own borders and
to support those operations with adequate intelligence. Fourth, the unipolar
hegemon should object to these processes since they could reduce its overall
power advantage. Who better to code the behavior of the EU than the state
most obsessed with power relations?

Importantly, there are observations that we might wish for but are likely
hard to find. States and statesmen are not necessarily expected to couch their
actions in balancing language—the theory does not require statesmen to
understand the theory for the theory to explain their actions. Moreover, given
the competitive quality of international politics, statesmen are well advised
to conceal their motives in some situations. Weaker parties attempting to bal-
ance the power of much stronger ones would be wise to couch their actions
in other language so not to attract too much negative attention before they
are ready. Finally, it must be acknowledged that members of the European
Union are not making heroic internal efforts to compete militarily with the
United States. On average, as a share of GDP in 2002, Europeans allocated
perhaps half of what the United States did to defense—1.85% of GDP to the
United States’ 3.4% of GDP.40 One could argue that were Europeans truly
frightened of U.S. power, they could do even more. This is so, but not even
the two greatest European powers could hope to match the United States
together. It is reasonable to suggest that Europeans will first wish to discover
if they can build a functional collective political-military apparatus before
they allocate more scarce resources to pursue parity with the United States.

What would convince us that power balancing is not happening in
Europe? Over the next decade we would see ESDP peter out in the way
other European security initiatives have done—for example, the Western
European Union (WEU). Europeans would hitch their security star ever more
closely to that of the United States with NATO as the vehicle. European
militaries would give up trying to maintain capabilities that were separable
from NATO. This costs money and diverts Europeans from dealing with a
multitude of internal problems. Instead, Europeans would happily rely on
the United States for the more esoteric elements of modern military power,
including intelligence and command and control. European militaries would
simply adopt U.S. standards so that they could plug and play with the U.S.
military. European states would produce just enough capability to win
political points in Washington and satisfy nation-specific parochial interests.
Finally, European resource inputs to defense would continue to decline
as they did following the Cold War. General disinterest in military power,

40 Office of the Secretary of Defense, Department of Defense, Report on Allied Contributions to the
Common Defense (Washington, DC, 2003, chap. 2, chart II-3. This is the average of the GDP share of the
six biggest absolute contributors to defense spending in the European Union. Together, Britain, France,
Italy, Germany, Spain, and the Netherlands account for more than 80% of the Union’s defense effort.
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welfare needs at home, and willing dependence on the United States should
make free-riding enormously seductive.

The Leading States: France, Britain, Germany, and Italy

Structural realism predicts that the most capable states will be the ones most
concerned with managing relations with the superpower because they are
the only ones who have the capability to do so.

France has had the longest standing interest in an independent Euro-
pean defense capacity. In October 1999, less than a year after joining with
Britain to urge the EU toward greater military efforts, Jacques Chirac asserted
that he saw a multipolar world, and French diplomats were quick to echo
this point.41 This was more an expression of intent than of fact, but it sug-
gests the French were strongly interested in building up Europe’s power
position. Chirac’s views did not change; in a 2003 interview, he stated that
“any community with only one dominant power is always a dangerous one
and provokes reactions. That’s why I favor a multipolar world in which Eu-
rope obviously has its place.”42 French planners know that Europeans cannot
pursue a more autonomous policy, which France favors, if Europe cannot
take care of itself.43 Again in 1999 Chirac argued, “Europe has to be able to
take action in support of these goals together with its American ally when
the United States wants to be involved on the field. But it must also be able
to operate on its own when it wishes to. This defense capacity will com-
plete the economic, humanitarian, and political instruments the European
Union disposes of already”44 In the words of the French Minister of Defense,
Madame Michele Alliot-Marie, “Europe has no foreign policy weight without
the corresponding military potential.”45 A practical defense organization and

41 “In every meeting with our European partners I observe a new state of mind, summarized
in one wish: that Europe may be able to enlarge its voice in the administration of world af-
fairs and above all in our continent’s affairs. That it may assume its responsibilities, that it may
act in favor of a balanced, multipolar, and law–respecting world.” Jacques Chirac, “A Responsi-
ble Europe in a Renewed Atlantic Alliance” (speech, Assembly of Atlantic Societies, Strasbourg,
France, 19 October 1999), http://www.dgap.org/english/tip/tip2/chirac191099 p.html. See also Chris
Marsden, “Europe moves towards independent military role,” World Socialist Web Site, 5 June 1999,
http://www.wsws.org/articles/1999/jun1999/eur-j05.shtml, quoting Jacques Chirac to the effect that ESDP

would make “an essential contribution to a multi-polar world to which France is profoundly attached.”
42 Peter Ford, “Between Bush and Iraq- Jacques Chirac,” Christian Science Monitor, 21 February

2003.
43 Polls taken since the French vote against the European constitution suggest 83% of the population

supports ESDP, much higher than the European average of 77%. Moreover, though the French people
reject the constitution as written, French support for the concept of a European constitution has actually
risen from 60% to 67% since the referendum. European Commission, European Union, “Eurobarometer
64, Public Opinion in the European Union, First Results,” (Brussels, December 2005): 23–25, 33–36,
http://europa.eu.int/comm/public opinion/archives/eb/eb64/eb64 first en.pdf.

44 Chirac, “A Responsible Europe,” 19 October 1999.
45 Romain Leick, “French Defence Minister Interviewed on Iraq, EU Defence Union,” Der Spiegel, 2

December 2002, BBC Monitoring International Reports.
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enhanced capabilities are thus necessary, though France has not argued that
the EU needs to supplant NATO to produce influence; indeed, French officials
consistently assert that the purpose of EU military capabilities is to improve
NATO, not weaken it.46

British policy, since 1998, has tended more toward bandwagoning with
the United States than to balancing U.S. power. Nevertheless, Britain’s band-
wagoning is strategic; it hopes to achieve influence on key policies in return
for material support.47 Britain has supported ESDP in the hope of making
Europe more powerful and more influential. As discussed below, Blair was
also motivated by the Kosovo experience, and the discovery that Europe
still had no autonomous capability to deal militarily with political instability
on its periphery in the event of U.S. disinterest. This dual policy is Prime
Minister Tony Blair’s contribution to British strategy. Formerly, Britain simply
opposed any European efforts to develop autonomous capability. This pol-
icy was jettisoned by Blair at St. Malo in late 1998. Blair then feared that the
United States could abandon Europe, noting in a seminal speech in 1999 that
U.S. involvement in global security issues “. . . is something we have no right
to take for granted and must match with our own efforts. That is the basis
for the recent initiative I took with President Chirac of France to improve
Europe’s own defence capabilities.”48 British support for ESDP was central to
the original launch of ESDP and that support remains important, perhaps even
essential, for future progress.

Blair spelled out the details of his thinking in a 2003 interview with the
Financial Times. The interview amounted to a case for a calculated band-
wagoning strategy, firm support for the United States but through the vehicle
of a strengthened European Union. Blair expressed his fears that “the mul-
tipolar world” preferred by France would “very quickly develop into rival
centers of power.” He contrasted this with his own preference for “one po-
lar power but which encompasses a strategic partnership between Europe

46 For a nice summary on French strategic thinking about the role of the EU as “a countervailing
power to a hegemonic U.S.,” see Michael Brenner, “The CFSP Factor, A Comparison of United States and
French Strategies,” Cooperation and Conflict: Journal of the Nordic International Studies Association 38,
no.3 (2003): 198–99.

47 Bandwagoning is typically motivated by fear of the hegemon, with the purpose of buying safety;
or greed for power, with the purpose of garnering spoils. British policy is closer to the second, though it
aims to garner power in the form of influence, rather than spoils.

48 Prime Minister Tony Blair, “Doctrine of the International Community” (speech, Economic Club
of Chicago, 22 April 1999), http://www.globalpolicy.org/globaliz/politics/blair.htm; also at Foreign and
Commonwealth Office, http://www.fco.gov.uk. The paragraph deserves quotation in full. “At the end of
this century the U.S. has emerged as by far the strongest state. It has no dreams of world conquest and
is not seeking colonies. If anything Americans are too ready to see no need to get involved in affairs of
the rest of the world. America’s allies are always both relieved and gratified by its continuing readiness
to shoulder burdens and responsibilities that come with its sole superpower status. We understand that
this is something that we have no right to take for granted, and must match with our own efforts. That is
the basis for the recent initiative I took with President Chirac of France to improve Europe’s own defence
capabilities.”
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and American and other countries too. . . . where we are trying to ensure that
we develop as I say a common global agenda.” It is hard to argue that this
is anything but bandwagoning. Elsewhere in the interview his views were
more nuanced and not so distinct from those of President Chirac of France. “I
want a stronger Europe, more capable of speaking with unified voice . . . ” but
tacking carefully, he then asserted that the greatest risk of U.S. unilateralism
would arise if Europe were to “set up a rival polar power to America and say
we are in opposition to you.” Nevertheless, when queried about whether the
dispute with Germany and France over Iraq should lead Britain to reduce
its engagement with Europe, Blair responded,“To absent yourself from the
main strategic alliance on your doorstep- which is Europe- would just be an
act of self-mutilation as a country. It would just be stupid, so we shouldn’t
do that.”49 Britain may be bandwagoning with the United States, but Blair
prefers to do it from strength.

A principal British interest in generating greater European military ca-
pability is to improve British and European influence in the United States,50

British leaders believe that the United States will take Europeans more se-
riously if they deliver some useable capabilities to NATO.51 Furthermore, if
Britain is seen as the agent of these improvements, its standing with the
United States would rise.52 For Britain, ESDP was and is in part a sales tool
for NATO’s force goals. In late 2001 Peter Hain, the United Kingdom’s minister
for Europe, observed, “Our drive to improve European Capabilities as part
of the Helsinki Headline Goal process has always been designed to work

49 Philip Stephens and Cathy Newman, “Full transcript of the interview with Tony Blair,” Financial
Times, 27 April 2003, http://www.FT.com. Blair occasionally sounded a bit like Chirac. In a speech in
Poland in 2000, he noted “. . . with the world increasingly forming powerful regional blocks . . . Europe’s
citizens need Europe to be strong and united. They need it to be a power in the world. Whatever its
origin, Europe today is no longer just about peace. It is about projecting collective power.” See Paul
Latawski and Martin A. Smith, “Plus ca change, plus c’est la meme chose. CESDP since 1998: The View
from London, Paris and Warsaw.” Journal of European Area Studies 10, no. 2 (2002): 217–18.

50 Oliver Thraenert, a German foreign policy expert, suggests a “three-fold motive.” Blair wanted
the United Kingdom to have greater weight in Europe and could not at that time play in the creation
of the Euro; it wished to ensure against any possible French effort to organize an EU security policy that
could harm NATO, and he believed that a more active security role in the EU would increase British influ-
ence in Washington. See Oliver Thraenert, “German commentator Views EU-NATO relations,” Frankfurter
Rundschau, 24 July 2000, http://fr-aktuell.de, BBC Worldwide Monitoring.

51 Prime Minister Blair is said to have hoped that “Europeans would do more under an EU label for
the ultimate benefit of NATO.” See “Special Report: A moment of truth-The future of NATO,” The Economist,
4 May 2002, 26. Britain and France agreed that a critical purpose of ESDP was to improve Europe’s
military capabilities. See Vanda Knowles and Silke Thomson-Pottebohm, “The UK, Germany and ESDP:
Developments at the Convention and the IGC,” German Politics 13, No. 4 (December 2004): 585, 595–96.

52 “For Britain, the biggest decision we face in the next couple of decades is our relationship with
Europe. For far too long British ambivalence to Europe has made us irrelevant in Europe, and consequently
of less importance to the United States. We have finally done away with the false proposition that we
must choose between two diverging paths—the Transatlantic relationship or Europe. For the first time in
the last three decades we have a government that is both pro-Europe and pro-American. I firmly believe
that it is in Britain’s interest, but it is also in the interests of the U.S. and of Europe.” Blair, “Doctrine of
the International Community.”
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in concert with NATO’s Defence Capabilities Initiative.”53 Geoffrey Hoon, the
British defense minister, interpreted the EU’s “Petersberg tasks” to include
operations similar to the U.S. “Enduring Freedom”campaign in Afghanistan
in 2001.54 Only by setting demanding tasks for the EU military effort could
imposing new capabilities—those that would be useful to NATO as well as
the EU—be justified. It is worth noting that during the 1990s NATO’s pleas for
a greater European defense effort lacked the political sizzle to elicit serious
defense reform efforts from most European states. Indeed, NATO could not
prevent, slow, or stabilize the significant reductions in defense spending that
occurred during the 1990s and which continue in some key countries, espe-
cially Germany. The EU, however much it is derided by European publics,
has more appeal. Polls suggest that Europeans are nearly 50% more willing to
spend more money on defense when the EU is invoked than they are under
other circumstances.55 Peter Hain attributed the successful efforts to replace
conscription with professional militaries in several European countries critical
to ESDP, noting that “the Headline goal has played its part in providing impe-
tus for these difficult and often highly politically charged reforms.”56 Finally,
British planners discovered during their first major post-Cold War defense re-
view that they simply could not afford all the capabilities they wanted Britain
to have—for its own strategic reasons. Britain’s European allies looked like
a possible source for some of these capabilities.

Britain was also interested in leading the effort to improve EU military
capabilities in order to improve its standing in the European Union. As do-
mestic politics prevented Britain from joining the common currency—the

53 For similar argumentation, see Peter Hain, U.K. Minister for Europe, “The Case for a European
Security and Defence Policy” (speech, Royal United Services Institute, London, 28 November 2001),
http://www.fco.gov.uk/servlet/Front?pagename=OpenMarket/Xcelerate/ShowPage&c=Page&cid=1007
029391647&a=KArticle&aid=1013618415201. “NATO remains at the centre of this capabilities improve-
ment movement. Better EU forces will make a real contribution. The Headline Goal is the nucleus of a
movement to spend better and modernize forces. . . . ”

54 “Europe: If only words were guns; European defence,” The Economist, 24 November 2001, 43.
55 The German Marshall Fund of the United States reports that its polling in nine EU member states

shows that “sixty-four percent of Europeans believe Europe should acquire more military power to be able
to protect its interests separately from the U.S. Yet only 22% of Europeans believe their governments should
be spending more on defense.” German Marshall Fund of the United States, Transatlantic Trends 2004,
Key Findings (Washington, DC, 2004): 8, http://www.transatlantictrends.org/doc/2004 english key.pdf.
The polling reveals something else, however. The percent of Europeans who say they would
be willing to increase defense spending goes up to 34% when respondents who previously re-
sponded that they wanted the European Union to be a superpower were then asked whether
they would be willing to spend more on defense for the privilege (ibid., 9-11). German Marshall
Fund of the United States, Transatlantic Trends 2005, Key Findings (Washington, DC, 2005): 4, 10,
http://www.transatlantictrends.org/doc/TTKeyFindings2005.pdf, reports similar results. Public opinion
polling since the rejection of the European constitution by France and the Netherlands in 2005 indi-
cates that public support for a “common defence and security policy” across Europe, including the new
member states, remains high at 77%. Since 1992 it has only been higher once, 79% in autumn of 1994.
European Commission, “Eurobarometer 64,” 23–25, 33–36.

56 Hain, “The Case for a European Security and Defence Policy.”
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Euro—Blair searched for a European project for Britain to lead.57 Prime Min-
ister Blair, as well as many in the senior reaches of the British security es-
tablishment, believed that as Britain was the most capable military power in
Europe in the late 1990s, it could play a major role in any EU security and
defense project; this would not only increase British influence in the EU but
would also help persuade Euro-skeptic Britains that the EU was a good thing
for the United Kingdom.58

Despite the intra-European and transatlantic tensions produced by the
Iraq War, Britain continues to be a positive participant in ESDP. Some
British officials seem to believe that they no longer have the option to
sit out the project even if they wished to do so.59 In conversation, they vol-
unteer the observation that once the EU launches a project, that project will
proceed.60 If they try to sit out an EU project, this will simply guarantee that
Britain will have to come in later anyway and in a disadvantageous position.
However committed Britain is to its special relationship with the United
States, British leaders seem intent on organizing other sources of military
power, even when this irritates the United States, as ESDP does (see below).

Germany originally was highly ambivalent about EU defense and security
efforts. Though Germany still has Europe’s largest economy, its diplomacy
is constrained by its historical past, and its military power is constrained by
treaty. NATO was “mother’s milk” for post-war Germany; Germans did not
want to do anything to weaken it and certainly did not wish to be at odds
with Washington.61 Nevertheless, Germany held the rotating EU presidency
for the 1999 Cologne summit and did much of the preparatory work for the
key decisions of that meeting which launched ESDP.62 It thus authored the
initial plans to strengthen the EU’s military capacity. “The aim is to strengthen

57 Thraenert, “German commentator Views EU-NATO relations.” See also Latawski and Smith, “CESDP

since 1998,” 211–14. Though the argument that Blair launched ESDP to compensate for Britain’s non-
participation in the common currency project is often offered, the evidence provided is thin, and takes
the form of “soon after the fact, therefore likely because of the fact.”

58 See for example, Richard Norton-Taylor, “On the defensive,” Guardian, 3 November 1999.
59 The possible costs of allowing Franco-German projects to proceed without the United Kingdom

has helped to maintain British participation in ESDP developments since the Iraq War that one might have
expected them to oppose to please the United States. See Knowles and Thomson-Pottebohm, “The UK,
Germany and ESDP,” 592, 601.

60 This is apparently an old concern. Regarding the possibility of joining the Eurocorps, David Clark,
then the shadow labor defense secretary, noted, “The lesson of EU history is that you should be there
when the architecture is being designed.” See “Defence policy: Wooing the WEU,” The Economist, 4 March
1995, 56–57.

61 For the once seemingly eternal strength of Germany’s traditional commitment to NATO above all
else see, “The Helmut-and-Jacques show,” The Economist, 6 April 1996, 49. Karl Lamers, a Christian
Democratic foreign policy maker, averred, “NATO is Heimat. Germany grew up feeling it in the bones.”
(heimat = home) The article suggests that Germany and France, though cooperating well on many EU

matters, were still at odds over defense, with the Germans suspecting the French of still wanting defense
independence.

62 The German government drew up the initial blueprint for strengthening the EU’s “ability to launch
independent military actions.” Shada Islam, “Kosovo war Speeds up work on European defence,” Deutsche
Presse-Agentur, 29 May 1999. For the actual blueprint, see The European Council, “European Council
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CFSP [Common Foreign and Security Policy] by the development of a com-
mon European policy on security and defence. This requires a capacity for
autonomous action backed up by credible military capabilities and appro-
priate decision making bodies . . . The Council of the European Union would
thus be able to take decisions on the whole range of political economic and
military instruments at its disposal when responding to crisis situations.”63

After reviewing the need for stability and predictability in German foreign
policy, a senior German Foreign Office official speaking to a domestic au-
dience in 2001 asserted that European policy was “the top priority in our
foreign policy.”64 He went on to note:

If the Union is to be capable of taking action we will have to increase our
efforts on the Common Foreign and Security Policy front. Whether we like
it or not, the EU’s importance on the international stage will hinge even
more in future on the extent to which it succeeds in showing its colours
politically and making its own contributions towards crisis prevention and
conflict management. . . . in order to guarantee an appropriate measure
of crisis management. The EU is building its own capacities within the
framework of the ESDP.65

Shortly after the 11 September 2001 Al Qa’eda attacks on the United States,
but well before the transatlantic discord over Iraq, Karsten Voigt, then an
official in the German Foreign Office charged with German-U.S. relations,
gave a speech titled “The American Elephant: Living and Dealing with a
Hyperpower.” In a speech that largely extolled the then highly solidary
transatlantic response to terror, Voigt nevertheless noted that “the issues
that caused friction in the transatlantic relationship before September 11
and helped the United States become the stereotype of a ‘hyperpower’ re-
main . . . Conscious of its unique and unrivaled superiority as the only global
power, America often seems less willing to work within a multilateral frame-
work.”66 He linked a U.S. willingness to consult with Europe to European

Declaration on Strengthening the Common European Policy on Security and Defence,” Presidency Con-
clusions, Annexes to the Presidency Conclusions (Cologne European Council, 3-4 June 1999), Annex III,
sec. 1-5, http://europa.eu.int/council/off/conclu/june99/annexe en.htm#a3.

63 The European Council, “European Council Declaration on Strengthening,” sec. 2, “Guiding Prin-
ciples.”

64 Dr. Ludger Volmer, Minister of State, Federal Foreign Office, “The fundamental princi-
ples of the new German foreign policy” (speech, Ruhr Political Forum, 12 November 2001),
http://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/www/en/archiv print?archiv id=2333. “Let me begin with European
policy, the top priority in our foreign policy. At the start of the legislative period, our Government was
immediately confronted with a twofold European challenge: the German EU Presidency in the first half of
1999 and, at the same time, the Kosovo crisis. In both cases we had to break new ground in European
policy.”

65 Ibid.
66 Karsten D. Voigt, “The American Elephant: Living and Dealing with a Hyperpower” (address,

German-Canadian Conference of the Atlantik-Brucke, 27 October 2001), www.auswaertiges-amt.de/
www/en/ausgabe archiv?archiv id=2260.
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possession of adequate military capabilities to participate in joint action.
“The most important of these capabilities within the EU is the European Se-
curity and Defense Policy.”67 The social democratic government of Germany
drifted further from the United States in 2002–2003 during the run up to the
Iraq War, following rather than leading German public opinion. Germany’s
official and popular support for ESDP remained strong through the election of
2005 that ended social democratic control of the government.68 According to
the French defense minister, Germany’s discontent with U.S. Iraq policy “. . . in
fact led to closer ties between Germany and France. And this rapprochement
in turn heightens the awareness of how important a strong European pillar
in Western security and defence policy is.”69 The newly elected conservative
Christian-Democrat chancellor Angela Merkel will try to draw closer to the
United States, but it is not yet clear what will be the policy toward ESDP. It
seems unlikely that the old policy of near total reliance on NATO and def-
erence to the United States will be resurrected.70 Though Germany cannot
replace the United Kingdom as an ESDP leader, Germany’s continued support
for the project would point to continued ESDP dynamism.

Italy has been and remains a supporter of ESDP; however, it has been
slightly less enthusiastic than the three largest EU members, in part because
it fears that those members would constitute a directory, leaving Italy with
less influence than it would prefer. Italy’s solution has been scrupulously to
maintain a balanced policy between NATO and the EU’s ESDP, while arguing that

67 Ibid.
68 Interviews I conducted in 2002–2003 support this point. The inference is supported by both

anecdotes and public opinion polling. For example, an unnamed German editor reports that his editorials
arguing that the EU should not be built against the Americans produced a torrent of e-mails to the contrary.
See William Pfaff, “U.S. Message: Who Needs Allies?” The Boston Globe, 27 April, 2003. A recent poll reports
that “Germany, the long-time American ally, now expresses an unambiguous preference for Europe over
the United States.” In 2002, 55% of Germans polled said the EU was more important than the United
States to Germany’s vital interests. By 2003, 81% of Germans polled said the EU was more important. See
The German Marshall Fund of the United States, Transatlantic Trends 2003, Key Findings (Washington,
DC, 2003): 3, 9. That said, however, virtually all official German statements about NATO and ESDP stress
the complimentary relationship between the two organizations and go to great lengths to avoid any
appearance of favoritism.

69 Leick, “French Defence Minister Interviewed on Iraq, EU Defence Union.” See also Knowles and
Tomson-Pottebohm, “UK, Germany and ESDP,” 592, who interpret Germany’s support for the “solidarity
clause” in the draft European constitution as evidence of “. . . a significant U-turn in the German traditional
view of NATO dominance in territorial defence.”

70 I infer this from Marco Overhaus, “In Search of a Post-Hegemonic Order: Germany, NATO and the
European Security and Defence Policy,” German Politics 13, no.4 (December 2004): 552–55,563, who
argues that changes in Germany’s security policy since the end of the Cold War are largely explained
by what he calls “structural” factors. For him, the great power of the United States and the changes in
U.S. policy it has enabled are both encompassed by the term “structure.” Nevertheless, his point is that
external factors associated with U.S. power dominate domestic ones in explaining this evolution. The shift
he describes is not quite a shift toward “balancing” as I employ the term but rather toward “ambivalence”—
a shifting back and forth from the old policy of reliance on NATO and deference to the United States, to
a more autonomous policy that includes the strengthening of EU institutions and a somewhat tighter
relationship with France.
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ESDP is the best path for strengthening NATO.71 Having experienced directly U.S.
post-Cold War capriciousness regarding European regional security problems
during the 1997 collapse of the Albanian government and the simultaneous
implications of the then near complete absence of any autonomous military
organizational capacity within the European Union, Italy has both supported
NATO’s reorientation toward regional security missions and the development
of autonomous European capabilities in ESDP. Summarizing Italy’s position,
Osvaldo Croci observes, “CFSP and ESDP are meant not to supersede NATO

but to increase Europe’s range of available options at least when it comes
to dealing with crises in its neighborhood. ‘Voice’ in the Atlantic alliance
presupposes institutional and military capabilities, and to be adequate, they
cannot be ‘national’ but must be ‘European.”’72

Precipitating Events: The Balkan Wars

ESDP aims to give Europe the capability to deal with the Petersberg tasks,
for example, tasks of crisis management, peacekeeping, and peacemaking.
These were the tasks that the United States did not want NATO to take up at
the outset of the Balkan wars and that Europe could not then address, in part
because the EC lacked the institutional capacity. The EC did try to influence
the unfolding Balkan crisis, but disagreement among the principal European
states, especially France and Germany, prevented any consistent line, which
in turn watered down the EC’s diplomatic efforts.73 Europe did muster the will
for a WEU naval operation, “Sharp Fence,” to police the arms embargo on the
Balkans, but that was all. NATO began its own naval patrol operation shortly
thereafter, and the two efforts were for all intents and purposes, fused.

Bosnia produced a huge rift in the transatlantic alliance by 1995. The
Americans accused the Europeans of indecision and letting the wrong side
win. The Europeans accused the Americans of grandiose talk about air strikes
and lifting the arms embargo that, in their view, would have exposed their
peacekeeping troops on the ground to vastly greater risks.74 Europeans be-
lieved that U.S. discussions of these gambits also emboldened the Bosniaks
and made them less amenable to possible compromise solutions. Indeed,
France, as well as other European states, suspected the United States was

71 Osvaldo Croci, “Italian Security Policy after the Cold War,” Journal of Modern Italian Stud-
ies 8, no. 2 (2003): 273. Italian policy makers have turned the rhetoric of balance into an art
form. See also Gianfranco Fini, Italian Foreign Minister, “Armed Forces Abroad as a Tool of For-
eign Policy” (speech, inaugural ceremony of the Air Force Academy of Pozzuoli, 8 November 2005),
http://www.esteri.it/eng/6 38 90 01.asp?id=2117&mod=3&min=1. “It is politically essential that the Eu-
ropean Union improve, above all, the quality of its military instrument according to the logic of transatlantic
complementarity and not of potential competition or, worse yet, of antagonism.”

72 Croci, “Italian Security Policy,” 274–75.
73 Simon Nuttall, European Foreign Policy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 216, 220.
74 Steven L. Burg and Paul S. Shoup, The War in Bosnia Herzegovina, Ethnic Conflict and Interna-

tional Intervention (Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe, 1999), 253.
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already running guns to the Bosniaks, in violation of the UN arms embargo.75

In November 1994 the U.S. Congress forced President Clinton to “announce
that American warships in the Adriatic would no longer help to stop arms get-
ting through to ex-Yugoslavia . . . Never before had a NATO member declared
it would cease to carry out an agreed NATO policy.”76

Fear of a complete breakdown in transatlantic relations, as well as fear
of further deterioration in Bosnia, helped bring the allies, the United States,
and Russia together in the Contact Group to try to bring an end to the Bosnia
conflict.77 Though the formation of the Contact Group proved the beginning
of a successful effort to end the war, cooperation was not smooth. Richard
Holbrooke, the key U.S. troubleshooter on Bosnia, resolved to restrict the
flow of information to his European partners, though he knew it annoyed
them.78 Once NATO launched its coercive air strikes on the Bosnian Serbs, the
United States saw fit to strike western Bosnia targets that NATO had not yet
authorized, producing further European disquiet.79

Given the frictions that emerged between the United States and Europe
over Bosnia-Herzegovina, one would have expected a stronger European
reaction. Yet, the Europeans were still prone to rely on NATO. The main adap-
tation was the proposal of the Combined Joint Task Force Concept, which
would allow for the use of some NATO assets by willing coalitions formed
from within the Alliance.80 At the same time, however, some European offi-
cials resolved never to cooperate with the United States again in ways that
did not produce equally shared risks—if Europe would have troops on the
ground so must the United States. France and Britain may also have been
pulled somewhat closer together by the Bosnia experience as the only two
European powers with the capability and will to commit significant military
force to the UN peacekeeping operation. The French perceived that the expe-
rience of U.S. inattention had already convinced Britain that Europe needed
a capability to act on its own if necessary, and British resistance to a Eu-
ropean “defence identity” is said to have weakened slightly thereafter.81 A

75 Ibid., 308.
76 “It can’t be done alone,” The Economist, 25 February 1995, 19. See also “Defence policy: Wooing

the WEU.” “America’s abandonment of the NATO naval blockade of the former Yugoslavia has led British
policy-makers to question its commitment to the alliance.”

77 Burg and Shoup, War in Bosnia, 285–86, 299–300.
78 Richard Holbrooke, To End A War (New York: Modern Library, Random House, 1999), 84–85, 117.

European suspicion of the United States remained high during the contact group negotiations (ibid., 201).
79 Ibid., 143.
80 Dana H. Allin, NATO’S Balkan Interventions, Adelphi Paper 347 (Oxford: Oxford University Press

for International Institute for Strategic Studies, 2002), 39.
81 Daniel Franklin, “The shame of it,” The Economist, 3 July 1993, 16–17. This drift in European

elite opinion began much earlier. An editorial reflecting political developments in the United States and
the U.S.–Soviet agreement to eliminate medium range nuclear forces in Europe suggested that European
conservatives who had been willing to “cheap ride” on the United States for security saw “evidence that
the Americans were washing their hands of Europe. . . . For safety’s sake, Europe must therefore get ready
to do more to defend itself.” See “Europe’s braver colours,” The Economist, 11 July 1987, 11–12.
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year later, The Economist observed that “the new impetus for strengthening
the WEU comes partly from America’s belief that Europe ought to shoulder
more of the common defence burden, but more from a recent growth of
doubt in Europe about the durability of America’s military commitment to
Europe.”82

The Kosovo crisis, following so hard on the Bosnia experience, provided
the primary impetus to action.83 It is striking that no significant progress on
European capacities was made until the British and French agreed at St. Malo
in 1998 that such capabilities were essential, which suggests that Bosnia alone
was not embarrassing enough. Many suggested that Prime Minister Blair in
particular was deeply frustrated by Europe’s continued dependence on NATO

and the United States to do anything militarily about the emerging Kosovo
crisis in 1998. Reporting the first steps of Prime Minister Tony Blair’s 1998
European defense initiative, The Economist observed:

Mr. Blair is conscious that in defence matters, Britain, France, and
Germany may have little choice but to work together more closely,
given America’s recent reluctance to commit any more ground troops
to Europe’s potential war zones. The three European powers face the
task of cobbling together an intervention force in Macedonia, ready to
rescue, if necessary, the unarmed mission which is supposed to be ver-
ifying a ceasefire in neighbouring Kosovo. The force will come under
NATO’s aegis, but be French-dominated and lead-another welcome sign,
from Britain’s point of view, that France has resumed its rapprochement
with the military wing of the alliance. Britain and France, so often at odds
over the theology of defence, are now at one in their keenness to ham-
mer out a common European positions ahead of NATO’s 50th anniversary
summit in Washington in April next year.84

At the December 1998 summit at St. Malo, Britain joined with France to
propose that the EU organize a rapid reaction force of its own, in part to

82 “Playing at Euro-soldiers,” The Economist, 26 November 1994, 56. Similar doubts appear to have
arisen in Italy. See Croci, “Italian Security Policy,” 267.

83 Jolyon Howorth, “Why ESDP is Necessary and Beneficial to the Alliance,” in Defending Europe, The
EU, NATO and the Quest for European Autonomy, ed. Jolyon Howorth and John T.S. Keeler (New York:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2003), 219–38, notes the importance of the Balkan crises. In particular, the necessity
to call on the United States twice in succession to resolve problems in Yugoslavia, even as U.S. politicians
asked why they should continue to allocate so much money to European security after the Soviet collapse,
made it “. . . imperative that the EU do something far more serious to shore up its own military capacity”
(ibid., 222–23).

84 “Blair’s defence offensive,” The Economist, 14 November 1998, 61–62. During this time, for un-
explained reasons, the EU neutrals—Ireland, Austria, Finland, and Sweden—evolved away from their
previous opposition to the EU taking on a defense role. The position of the neutrals had given the U.K.
diplomatic cover for its long-standing opposition to an EU defense role and its strong preference for the
preservation of NATO as the sole European defense organization.
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ensure against future Bosnias.85 During the Kosovo War the following spring,
Blair learned first hand of the limitations of European military power.86

The conduct of the Kosovo War also helped spur the EU’s efforts.87

Though NATO’s first war is publicly lauded as a great success, there were
significant problems. NATO’s command structure did not really run the war;
the United States is said to have relied much more on its own United States
European Command (EUCOM) structure.88 European officers were excluded
from tactical planning that involved stealth aircraft. U.S. military commanders
complained of micromanagement of air attack planning by the civilians of the
North Atlantic Council—a charge most European officials hotly denied. Philip
Stephens reports that this did not matter in any case as the United States was
hitting targets that had not even been discussed within the Alliance, some-
thing British officials discovered by accident.89 Europeans complained that
the United States did not generously share important intelligence informa-
tion with them. Finally, General Wesley Clark came close to producing a
diplomatic disaster when he proposed to race the Russians to the Pristina
airport—a project rejected by the British commander on the ground. Sub-
stantively, European soldiers and statesmen learned first hand of the devel-
oping technological gap between their forces and those of the United States,
which they candidly conceded.90 The United States has never let them forget
it, and this gap has been a staple of European and U.S. defense planning
discussions and commentary in national, EU, and NATO contexts ever since. In
a strange but revealing postscript to the Kosovo War, a health panic devel-
oped in Europe over the belief that the relatively small number of depleted
uranium aircraft cannon shells fired by the United States into Kosovo caused
European peacekeepers to fall ill. This was based on little, if any, evidence.
The controversy was so intense that the U.S. State Department was moved
to survey newspaper commentary on the matter in fifty-four sources from

85 Philip Stephens, Tony Blair, The Making of a World Leader (London: Viking Penguin, 2004), 115.
86 Ibid., 168.
87 For a thorough and perceptive account see Frederic Bozo, “The Effects of Kosovo and the Danger

of Decoupling,” in Defending Europe, 61–77.
88 Cottrell, “The ageing alliance,” S 6. “Once begun, this became an American war run from the White

House and the Pentagon over which the Europeans had little political influence.”
89 Stephens, Tony Blair, 161. To avoid embarrassment, British officials decided to pretend they had

been informed by the United States. A BBC documentary screened on 20 August 1999 reports that Germany
and Greece did not approve the final set of targets bombed in the Kosovo War, which included power
stations, but that they were simply ignored. See “NATO faced deep splits over Kosovo conflict,” Agence
France Presse, 20 August 1999.

90 European fighter aircraft flew only a small percentage of the bombing sorties in the Kosovo War;
this was due mainly to their then very limited ability to employ precision guided munitions, which were
preferred in order to minimize aircraft losses as well as collateral damage. European arsenals were still
full of Cold War dumb ammunition, and the Europeans had plenty of fighter bombers that could have
delivered them. The war also demonstrated European weakness in command and control, intelligence
gathering, airlift, and the ability to suppress enemy air defenses. Most of these weaknesses reflected
resource allocation decisions that had been sensible during the heyday of NATO in the Cold War, but
which Europeans had only slowly begun to remedy in the 1990s.
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twenty-two countries, noting in its summary that “the press in major and mi-
nor NATO capitals also did not spare the superpower, complaining loudly that
America must stop its ‘somewhat cavalier treatment of its European Allies’
and devote itself to an ‘exercise in transparency.”’91

Strobe Talbott observed after the war that if Milosevic had not cho-
sen to make a deal when he did so, “there would have been increasing
difficulty within the alliance in preserving solidarity and the resolve of the
alliance.”92 It is worth noting that Europeans claim credit for the negotiations
that ended the Kosovo War.93 Moreover, some European diplomats believe
that U.S. diplomacy, particularly its pre-war support for the Kosovo Liberation
Army, as well as its support for a referendum on Kosovo’s future, reduced
the chances for a settlement without war.94 Partly to expiate their thin contri-
bution to the bombing campaign, but also to provide the necessary resources
to police the Kosovo cease-fire agreement, European forces took on the bulk
of the peacekeeping task that followed the successful air war, and they did
so with the understanding that this task would be a lengthy one. Overall,
both the military and diplomatic problems of the war provided an impe-
tus to the Europeans to improve their own capacities. Karl Kaiser, one of
Germany’s preeminent foreign policy experts observed, “Kosovo has been a

91 U.S. Department of State, International Information Programs, Office of Research, “Balkan Syn-
drome Causes Anti-U.S. Wave,” Issue Focus, Foreign Media Reaction, 9 January 2001, http://usinfo.state.
gov/admin/005/wwwh1j09.html.

92 “NATO faced deep splits over Kosovo conflict,” Agence France Presse, 20 August 1999.
See original source, BBC News, Online Network, “NATO’s Inner Kosovo Conflict,” 20 August 1999,
http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/world/europe/newsid 425000/425468.stm, reporting on a BBC Two
“Newsnight” documentary developed by Mark Urban. The principal findings of the report are that
Germany, Italy, Greece, and perhaps even France resisted the escalation of the bombing, in particu-
lar the escalation to various communications and power supply targets as well as other targets, in central
Belgrade. General Wesley Clark, Supreme Allied Commander Europe, seems to have frequently ignored
their concerns. The report notes that Germany and Italy tried to propose bombing pauses in support of
diplomacy, but these suggestions were rejected by the United States and Britain. Although squeamish
about bombing, some Europeans were even more resistant to a ground war. Simultaneously, out-and-out
NATO failure over Kosovo was viewed as too damaging to the alliance to even contemplate. The report
concludes that had the war continued, NATO would have had an extremely difficult time deciding to mount
a ground offensive, which was widely opposed in Europe. “The decision to go on bombing was the only
thing the Allies could agree because hawks and doves cancelled one another out.”

93 Peter Norman, “EU heartened by Ahtissari’s success: Sidelined in Bosnia, Europe has learnt from its
mistakes and one of its own leaders brought back the good news,” Financial Times, 7 June 1999. Reporting
from Brussels, Norman put a distinctly EU gloss on the diplomacy that produced the settlement. The facts
of the case, however, support this. See Barry R. Posen, “The War for Kosovo: Serbia’s Political-Military
Strategy,” International Security 24, no. 4 (Spring 2000), 66–72.

94 Norman, “EU heartened.” Italy was critical of U.S. diplomacy preceding the Kosovo War, and
was quite critical of what it perceived as a pro-KLA bias on the part of the United States. Italian
statesmen believed that all diplomatic alternatives had not been exhausted. Croci, “Italian Security
Policy,” 272. The Financial Times summarized a bitter exchange between former State Department
spokesman James Rubin and former Italian foreign minister Lamberto Dini over what actually hap-
pened in the Rambouillet diplomacy. Rubin called Dini an appeaser, and Dini called Rubin a liar.
See James Blitz, “Italian minister disputes version of Kosovo talks,” Financial Times, 2 October 2000,
http://search.ft.com/s03/search/article.html?id=001002001107.
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watershed in so many ways. For Germany, it has represented a coming of
age. For Europe, it has brought a crushing realization of the asymmetry of
power between it and the United States, and the need to do something about
that.”95

The What of ESDP?

Though the EU has been interested in Foreign and Security Policy since its
inception, most substantive progress has happened since late 1998. Progress
has been rapid. In 2002 one careful ESDP study reported that “. . . today the EU

is a net exporter of security. The Union is well placed to link a wide palette
of economic, diplomatic and military means in the fight against multifaceted
threats and challenges. . . . The EU has the potential to become a global force
in conflict prevention and crisis management.”96 Some analysts minimize the
EU’s efforts thus far, as well as its plans, in an effort to demonstrate that expe-
riences with U.S. power have not motivated Europeans to balance.97 Although
they are correct to argue that the magnitude of Europe’s efforts do not sug-
gest fear of imminent war with the United States, they do underestimate both
the quantity and quality of what has occurred and what is underway.

It was the accord achieved by Britain and France at their St. Malo Defense
Ministers meetings in late 1998 that launched ESDP. The EU’s military effort is
centered on the Petersberg tasks, “humanitarian and rescue tasks, peace-
keeping tasks and tasks of combat forces in crisis management, including
peace-making” as strategic objectives. These were first incorporated into the
Amsterdam Treaty of European Union in 1997, a principal purpose of which
had been to “equip the Union better for its role in international politics.”98

St. Malo and what came after arose from frustration that the Amsterdam

95 Roger Cohen, “Crisis in the Balkans: The Continent; Europe’s Aim: Arms Parity,” New York Times,
15 June 1999. See also Islam, “Kosovo war.”

96 Hans-Christian Hagman, European Crisis Management and Defence: The Search for Capabilities,
Adelphi Paper 353, (London: Oxford University Press for the International Institute for Strategic Studies,
2002), 101.

97 See Brooks and Wohlforth, “Hard Times for Soft Balancing,” 91–93. Of the EU’s 60,000 person
rapid reaction force, they wonder, “When this force will be able to operate independently from U.S.
transport, communications, and other forms of logistical support remains unclear” (ibid., 92). It is unclear,
but not impossible to estimate, as I show below. The direction of European efforts is clear: they want an
autonomous capacity, and they are working steadily toward that end. The authors are correct to point out
that the United States vastly outspends the Europeans on military R&D, so the technological quality of the
EU force is destined to lag that of the United States. Owen, “Transnational Liberalism,” 129–32, 141–43,
also dismisses European defense efforts as essentially trivial, and unmotivated by U.S. power.

98 The disintegration of Yugoslavia was a precipitating event. The original Treaty of European Union
agreed in Maastricht in 1992 called for a Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP), but provided no effec-
tive mechanisms to achieve it. The Amsterdam Treaty, among other things, created the Office of the High
Representative for CFSP, the post now held by Javier Solana. It also pointed to “the progressive framing of
a common defence policy.” Nevertheless, the Amsterdam Treaty counted on the Western European Union
to be the institutional vehicle for European security policy. See “The Amsterdam Treaty: a Comprehensive
Guide, An effective and coherent external policy,” http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/en/lvb/a19000.htm.
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Treaty had not fully succeeded. The Kosovo crisis and war finally convinced
Europeans that more needed to be done.99 As noted above, Germany led in
1999 the systematic EU consideration of what would be necessary to provide
these capabilities.

The EU moved quickly to create both decision making and operational
capabilities. The Political and Security Committee, a council of senior Eu-
ropean diplomats stationed in Brussels, meets regularly to discuss security
issues that might be of concern to Europe; the Military Committee is a council
of European Chiefs of Defense Staff, with a chairman chosen from among
them who resides in Brussels; the Military Staff is a small group of officers
drawn from across Europe who permanently support the Military Committee
and provide military advice to EU decision makers.100

The Helsinki Force Goal—the European Union’s first detailed capabil-
ity objective adopted in December 1999 at the European Council Meeting
in Helsinki—called for the EU to have the ability to deploy a “Rapid Reac-
tion” force of 60,000 for a range of peacekeeping and peacemaking tasks
within six months of a decision to do so and to sustain the mission for
a year.101 Most of the appropriate forces have since been identified, and
the EU has declared the force ready for some of its designated missions,
though not the most demanding ones.102 Qualitative lacunae have also been

The Treaty of Nice, 2000, more or less abandoned reliance on the WEU and took the security project into
the EU.

99 “The main motivation of the European Union to improve its capabilities in the field of crisis
management lies in the frustrating experiences in the nineties during the Yugoslav crisis.” Marc-Andre
Ryter, Managing Contemporary Crises: A Challenge for the European Union, Department of Strategic and
Defence Studies, series 2, no. 18 (National Defence College, Helsinki, 2002), 1, 7–10.

100 The creation of these three institutions was recommended at the June 1999 European
Council meeting in Cologne. The European Council, “European Council Declaration on Strength-
ening the Common European Policy on Security and Defence,” Presidency Conclusions, Annexes
to the Presidency Conclusions (Cologne European Council, 3–4 June 1999), Annex III, sec. 1–5,
http://europa.eu.int/council/off/conclu/june99/annexe en.htm#a3. The three organizations were officially
set up at the Nice European Council Meeting in December 2000.

101 “To develop European capabilities, Member States have set themselves the headline goal: by
the year 2003, cooperating together voluntarily, they will be able to deploy rapidly and then sustain
forces capable of the full range of Petersberg tasks as set out in the Amsterdam Treaty, including the
most demanding, in operations up to corps level (up to 15 brigades or 50,000-60,000 persons). These
forces should be militarily self-sustaining with the necessary command, control and intelligence capabil-
ities, logistics, other combat support services and additionally, as appropriate, air and naval elements.
Member States should be able to deploy in full at this level within 60 days, and within this to pro-
vide smaller rapid response elements available and deployable at very high readiness. They must be
able to sustain such a deployment for at least one year. This will require an additional pool of deploy-
able units (and supporting elements) at lower readiness to provide replacements for the initial forces.”
See The European Council, “Presidency Progress Report to the Helsinki European Council On Strength-
ening the Common European Policy on Security and Defence,” Presidency Conclusions, Annexes to
the Presidency Conclusions (Helsinki European Council, 10-11 December 1999), Annex 1 to Annex IV,
http://ue.eu.int/ueDocs/cms Data/docs/pressData/en/ec/ACFA4C.htm.

102 For a comprehensive account and assessment of these EU initiatives, see Hagman, European Crisis
Management and Defence, esp. 28–29, 35–54.
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identified, and some steps have been taken to rectify them, though all ob-
jectives have not been met.103 Within roughly ten years, I estimate, the EU

will collectively possess many, though not all, of the assets that were miss-
ing in the 1990s. This estimate is based on the planned acquisition pace of
the key military assets that would permit the Europeans to conduct distant
operations autonomously from NATO or the United States. Most of these are
national or multi-national programs. Significant deliveries of the A400 strate-
gic airlift aircraft are planned for 2009–2012.104 Skynet 5, a sophisticated
military satellite communications system that will mainly serve the United
Kingdom, is expected to be fully operational by 2008.105 The first test model
of the Galileo navigation satellite, an EU program whose purpose is to de-
velop an autonomous capability that mirrors that of the U.S. GPS satellites,
was launched at the end of 2005.106 Though European Union space activities
formally reside in the economic “pillar” of the European Union structure,
efforts were begun in late 2004 to assure that “security and defence aspects
are taken into account in the European space programme . . . ”107 Several Eu-
ropean satellite reconnaissance programs should yield usable assets over the
next few years; these are launched and operated by single European states or
small groups of European states.108 Britain plans to build two medium-sized
aircraft carriers by 2015, both capable of significant sustained operations of
attack aircraft. (These ships are much more capable power projection assets

103 Julian Lindley-French and Franco Algieri, A European Defence Strategy, The Vision Document
of the Venusberg Group (Bertelsmann Foundation, May 2004). See also Council of the European
Union, “Capability Improvement Chart 2004,” [9419/04], 13 May 2004, http://ue.eu.int/uedocs/cmsUpload/
040517%20Capabilities%20Improvement%20Chart.pdf.

104 S. Coniglio, “A400M, An-70, C-130J, C-17: How Do They Stand?” Military Technology 27, no.
7(2003): 58.

105 C. Hoyle, “UK Concludes Skynet 5 deal”, Jane’s Defence Weekly 40, no. 17 (2003): 3. France has a
similar system, Syracuse III, which was launched in autumn 2005 and accepted for service in December
2005. Alcatel Alenia Space, “The French Defense Procurement Agency Accepts the Syracuse 3 System,”
press release, 19 December 2005, http://www.home.alcatel.com/vpr/vpr.nsf/va TousByIDPERE/II2A; and
“French Military communications satellite launch expected in September,” Agence France Presse, 13 August
2005. It should be acknowledged that both Britain and France have had satellite communications sytems
in the past. These are improved models with greater global capability. Both have also been chosen as
key components of NATO’s satellite communications modernization effort.

106 European Space Agency, “First Galileo satellite on orbit to demonstrate key technologies,” press
release, 28 December 2005, http://www.esa.int/esaCP/SEMSRO8A9HE index 2.html; D. A. Divis, “Military
role for Galileo emerges,” GPS World 13, no. 5 (2002): 10, www.globalsecurity.org.

107 Council of the European Union, “Presidency Report on the ESDP,” Presidency Conclusions,
10032/05 ANNEX (Brussels European Council, 13 June 2005), 21, http://www.eu-oplysningen.dk/
dokumenter/DER/16062005/rapporter/1003205/.

108 WEU, “The New Challenges Facing European Intelligence—reply to the annual report of the
Council,” Document A/1775 (Assembly of the WEU, Paris, 4 June 2002), par. 81–84, 104. Helios IIA,
a French optical satellite was launched on 18 December 2004 and is now producing imagery. Spain
and Belgium are partners. A 4 microsatellite experimental constellation of electronic intelligence col-
lectors was piggy-backed on the same launch and is undergoing testing. Arianespace, “Arianespace
Flight 165 successfully orbits the Helios IIA observation spacecraft,” press release, 18 December 2004,
http://www.arianespace.com/site/news/releases/presrel04 12 18.html.
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than the vessels they will replace.) France already has one such carrier and
intends to build a second, perhaps on the British pattern.109

Out of deference to NATO, the EU denied itself the operational staff needed
to command this force independently and agreed to depend mainly on NATO-
SHAPE for the necessary resources to both plan and command any serious
stabilization operation. NATO was unable to work out suitable methods for co-
operation until political issues associated with Turkey and Greece were ame-
liorated. Since early 2003, the EU and NATO have made considerable progress
in developing the modalities of EU-NATO cooperation. Nevertheless, France,
Germany, Belgium, and Luxembourg remained dissatisfied with this depen-
dence and set out to find a second way to run an EU operation. After much
controversy, a decision was made both to formalize and strengthen an EU

military planning cell at NATO and to augment the EU military staff with what
has come to be known as the “Civil-Military Planning Cell” rather than set
up a new EU command organization as these four states had originally sug-
gested.110 The augmented EU military staff would coordinate the delegation of
operational authority for EU missions to the national operational headquarters
that have been developed in Britain, France, Germany, and Italy since the
mid-1990s; these headquarters have been pledged to the EU in the event of a
collective decision to launch a peace enforcement operation.111 The option
to use these headquarters to plan and command an EU-led stabilization opera-
tion, without access to NATO-SHAPE assets, was prefigured in the British-French
St. Malo communiqué in December 1998.

Against the predictions of many observers, progress continued after
the acrimonious transatlantic and intra-European debates associated with
the 2003 Iraq War. The European Union Military Staff was strengthened, as
noted above. The EU has assumed responsibility for the Bosnia stabiliza-
tion mission. The EU has recently decided to establish highly ready battle
groups of battalion size, capable of deployment in a matter of days. An EU

armaments directorate, the European Defence Agency (EDA), has been set
up with the purpose of coordinating the defense spending of the member
states.112 The failure of the European constitutional referenda in France and

109 Richard Scott, “Design for Life,” Jane’s Defence Weekly 42, no. 37 (2005): 72–82.
110 John Chalmers, “UK clinches EU defence deal,” Reuters, 11 December 2003, www.reuters.co.uk; and

“EU agrees to create military planning cell next year,” AFP, 12 December 2003, http://uk.news.yahoo.com/
031212/323/egx37.html.

111 Stephen Castle, “Italy Brokers Deal to End EU Defence Rift,” The Independent, 3 October 2003, (Fi-
nancial Times Information, Global News Wire-Europe Intelligence Wire, 2003), reports an Italian proposal
for a rotating team of EU planners to be associated with the existing national operational headquarters in
the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy and Greece.

112 For an overview of current EU military initiatives, see Council of the European Union, “Presi-
dency Report on the ESDP,” 17 December 2004, http://ue.eu.int/uedocs/cmsUpload/ESDP%20Presidency%
20Report%2017.12.04.pdf; and Council of the European Union, “Military Capabilities Commit-
ment Conference,” 22 November 2004, http://ue.eu.int/ueDocs/cms Data/docs/pressData/en/misc/
82761.pdf.
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the Netherlands in 2005 also seems not to have slowed progress. At the end of
2005, the EDA engineered an agreement, albeit a loose agreement in the form
of a “Code of Conduct,” to open the defense procurement market across
Europe to competition, from which it had formerly been protected by EU

rules.113 Also in late 2005, the European Union conducted its first ever com-
mand exercise, designed to practice an autonomous peacekeeping operation
using EU crisis management structures, a European operational headquarters
(in this case the French national operational headquarters), and a European
field headquarters.114

The Hegemon’s Coding

U.S. officials from both the Clinton and Bush administrations have viewed ESDP

with suspicion.115 A recent, largely pro-ESDP study by the Washington, D.C.-
based Center for Strategic and International Studies observes that the United
States sometimes appears to be of two minds with regard to the EU’s European
Security and Defense Policy. “It applauds steps taken to strengthen . . . military
forces but in the next breath worries about Europeans taking independent ac-
tion that could weaken . . . NATO . . . or run counter to U.S. security interests.”116

A hegemon will likely be jealous of its power and will be particularly attuned
to developments that might improve the power position of others.117 Strobe
Talbot, then deputy secretary of state, did not “want to see a European secu-
rity and defence identity that come into being first within NATO but then grows

113 European Defence Agency, “EU Governments Agree Voluntary Code for Cross-Border Com-
petition in Defence Equipment Market,” press release, 21 November 2005, http://ue.eu.int/ueDocs/
cms Data/docs/pressData/en/misc/87058.pdf.

114 Council of the European Union, “EU Military exercise (MILEX 05),” press release, 18 November
2005, http://ue.eu.int/ueDocs/cms Data/docs/pressData/en/misc/87034.pdf.

115 “The ESDP has been seen as controversial, and as posing a threat to NATO and US influence in
Europe.” Hagman, European Crisis Management and Defence, 55–59, esp. 56. See also Brenner, “The
CFSP Factor,” 190–93. He notes that the United States is at best ambivalent about ESDP. The United States
has been attracted by the possibility that ESDP could produce more useful European military capabilities,
especially for peacekeeping missions in which the United States might not wish to tie down its forces,
but has been concerned that “. . . a European specific, EU-affiliated set of defense bodies could compete
with or encroach upon NATO’s area of jurisdiction” (Brenner, “The CFSP Factor,” 192).

116 Michele A. Flournoy, “European Defense Integration: Bridging the Gap between Strategy and
Capabilities,” (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and International Studies, October 2005), 25. “What
creates tension across the Atlantic, however, is the question of whether a stronger European pillar will
ultimately become a more autonomous European pillar that turns way from NATO to focus on the EU as
Europe’s primary vehicle for collective security and defense. This is what the United States fears. It is also
what a few EU countries advocate.”

117 Apparently such concerns extend to legislative bodies. Senator William Roth sponsored a reso-
lution in the U.S. Senate on 9 November 1999 reminding Europeans that NATO should remain the primary
institution for European security and that it should have the right of first refusal for all military tasks in
Europe. It passed unanimously. See “Europe: The EU turns its attention from ploughshares to swords,”
The Economist, 20 November 1999, 51.
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out of NATO and finally grows away from NATO.”118 In his very first meeting
with Vice President Richard Cheney, Blair was questioned on the initiative
he had launched at St. Malo. Cheney accused Britain of weakening NATO.119

Indeed, the Pentagon states explicitly that the purpose of NATO cooperation
with the EU, through a set of procedures known as “Berlin Plus,” is “to prevent
the creation of an EU counterpart to Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Eu-
rope (SHAPE) and a separate ‘EU’ army . . . ”120 Starting in spring 2003, efforts by
France, Germany, Belgium, and Luxembourg to set up a nucleus of a stand-
ing operational headquarters that might plan and run EU military operations
were met with total opposition by the United States. U.S. Ambassador Nick
Burns called it the “most serious threat to the future of NATO.”121 The rela-
tionship between ESDP institutions and NATO remains fraught with “. . . mistrust,
unhealthy competition, and severe information sharing blockages.”122

PAST PATTERNS AND FUTURE PROBLEMS

This article began with a puzzle. Europe, one of the best defended and
safest regions of the world, has produced parallel to NATO a second multi-
state, political-military organization for the generation of military power, ESDP.
I have argued that enough substantive activity has occurred to warrant the
characterization of “puzzle.” Students of ESDP typically offer rich, multi-causal
explanations for what has occurred. I have taken a different tack, mobilizing a
general theory to explain this development. I argued at the outset that a family
of liberal theories does not explain this outcome. One realist theory, balance
of threat theory, also offers an unsatisfactory explanation. Structural realism
offers a better understanding. States do respond to concentrated military

118 Norton-Taylor, “On the defensive,” observes that then deputy secretary of state Strobe Talbott
“wanted to have his cake and eat it.” Talbott favored “. . . a strong, integrated, self-confident and militarily
capable Europe”’ but did not want it to be independent of the United States in security matters. Similarly,
then U.S. ambassador to NATO, Alexander Vershbow, developed the ability to support and critique ESDP

in the same speech to a high art. Translated into plain English, his message was simple. So long as ESDP

produced real capabilities identified by NATO, coordinated closely with NATO as an institution, and consulted
closely with non-EU European NATO member states, it would be a great thing for NATO and the United States
to support it. If the EU focused on capacities for autonomous action, then ESDP would be a bad and divisive
thing. “—If ESDP is mostly about European construction, then it will focus more on institution-building
than on building new capabilities, and there will be a tendency to oppose the ‘interference’ of NATO and
to minimize the participation of non-EU Allies. The danger here is that, if autonomy becomes and end
in itself, ESDP will be an ineffective tool for managing crises and transatlantic tensions will increase.” See
Alexander Vershbow, “European Defense: European and American Perceptions,” (speech, Transatlantic
Forum, Paris, 18 May 2000), www.usembassy.it/file2000 05/alia.a0051907.htm.

119 Stephens, Tony Blair, 190. Blair then, for all intents and purposes, sought and secured President
Bush’s approval of the ESDP project, which he “tentatively” provided (ibid., 193).

120 Office of the Secretary of Defense, Department of Defense, Allied Contributions to the Common
Defense (Washington, DC, 2002), chap. II, 5.

121 Stephen Castle, “NATO calms U.S. fears of European defence HQ,” The Independent, 21 October
2003, http://news.independent.co.uk.

122 Flournoy, European Defense Integration, 71.
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power by trying to build their own power, regardless of their ideological
affinity with the greatest power and regardless of any strong consensus about
the threat that this power poses.

This article adopts the language of theory testing for purposes of expo-
sition, but the main purpose is to develop an understanding of the forces
acting on Europe. From structural realism and from the current condition of
unipolarity, I have made some predictions about what we ought to see in
this case—what kinds of problems unipolarity would pose for these states,
which states would most likely be involved, the nature of the military capacity
these states would try to develop, and the likely reactions of the United States.
These predictions are broadly confirmed. The most powerful European states
organize this effort. Each stresses different motives for its leadership or par-
ticipation, but the different motives are captured by structural realism. The
United Kingdom and Italy are mainly motivated by a desire to reduce their
dependence on the United States and increase their influence over it; secon-
darily, they seek to achieve independent global influence for the European
Union. France shares these interests but seems more strongly motivated by
a desire to balance U.S. power and to achieve global influence for the Eu-
ropean Union. Germany’s motives seem to lie somewhere in between. The
different motives converge, however, into support for the same project, ESDP.
U.K. support is particularly striking, insofar as it has typically expressed the
strongest possible support for NATO and has demonstrated through its actions
the strongest fealty to the United States. The project annoys the United States
because, however diplomatically deferential the project is to the United States
and NATO, it challenges U.S. hegemony. The United Kingdom continues to sup-
port it in any case, and without this support, ESDP would be in some trouble.

Though the Europeans are, in my view, balancing U.S. power, we must
concede they are not balancing very intensively. European members of NATO

have not abandoned that alliance; instead, they have simply supported the
construction of a parallel structure and indeed regularly support improved
cooperation between NATO and ESDP. As noted earlier, collective European
defense spending is a bit less than half that of the United States, and crucial
spending on military research and development and procurement is roughly
one third that of the United States. In the first instance, the European Union is
rightly trying to increase the efficiency of the existing military effort, which is
large by any standard but that of the United States; it may ultimately need to
increase the magnitude of the effort as well, even to achieve its circumscribed
purposes.

The Consequences of ESDP for Transatlantic Relations

ESDP owes its recent progress to European experience with the great power of
the United States in the post-Cold War world. The key players in ESDP, some
of their often ambiguously stated motives, the precipitating events, the nature
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of the capabilities sought, and even the reactions of the United States suggest
that this project is spurred by U.S. power. If this is the main explanation for
ESDP’s rapid evolution and if we believe that unipolarity is likely to persist for
some time, we should then expect the Europeans to continue the project. ESDP

has provided Europe with a limited capability, and this capability seems likely
to grow over the next decade. Moreover, some Europeans want to use it.

If ESDP missions are successful, the project may attract more public and
elite support. If so, the budgetary resources devoted to Europe’s security
project may even increase.

If these predictions are correct, a successful ESDP is likely to complicate
U.S.-EU relations in three ways. First, because of its peculiar relations with
NATO, ESDP gives Europeans a way to encourage the United States to be more
interested in Europe’s special security concerns than would otherwise be
the case. Europeans have strong interests in peace and order on Europe’s
periphery, including the suppression of civil conflict.123 NATO has taken on
these missions, but it has also taken on missions farther afield in order to
satisfy the United States. All three post-Cold War U.S. presidents have shown
a strong interest in preserving NATO’s primacy on the continent. If Europeans
were to propose to NATO a mission that they thought was important but that
the United States thought unimportant in its own terms, the United States
would now have a second reason to approve the mission—to keep it out
of the EU’s hands and to avoid the prestige loss associated with a success.
The EU will have a certain agenda-setting power in NATO. The United States
is not going to like this. Moreover, Europeans who have more capability
to contribute will expect a bigger say in the implementation of any agreed
projects.

Second, the maturation of the ESDP will produce Europeans who are
increasingly convinced that if they had to do so, they could provide for
their own security. This is not a prediction of an EU ready and eager to
compete with the United States. It is a prediction of an EU ready to look after
itself. This will not happen soon, but given the planned pace of European
capabilities improvements, a more militarily autonomous Europe will appear
viable in roughly a decade. As consciousness of this fact grows, Europeans
will probably speak to the United States inside and outside NATO with greater
expectation that their views will be taken seriously.124 The United States will

123 “Member States’ strong commitment to give the enlarged European Union the tools to make
a major contribution to security and stability in a ring of well governed countries around Europe and
in the world is stronger than ever. The EU has the civilian and military framework needed to face the
multifaceted nature of these new threats.” European Council, European Union, “Headline Goal 2010,”
6309/6/04 (Brussels, 17–18 June 2004), par. 1 (my italics). http://ue.eu.int/uedocs/cmsUpload/2010%
20Headline%20Goal.pdf.

124 “. . . Conditions that are enabling of concerted policies by EU members states are equally conditions
that permit the EU to chart a course that may diverge from that of the U.S.—even if there is scant chance
that CFSP will take shape as an avowed counterweight to the U.S.” Brenner, “The CFSP Factor,” 194.
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have decisions to make about how it wants to conduct its foreign policy
and, in particular, how much it cares about Western Europe relative to its
other international projects. Sir Rodric Braithwaite captured the logic of this
new situation perfectly. “A junior partner who is taken for granted is a junior
partner with no influence. In dealing with the Americans we need to follow
the basic principle of negotiation: you must always make it clear that you
will, if necessary, walk away from the table.”125 A functioning ESDP means
that the Europeans can.

Third, insofar as U.S. officials already recognize that ESDP is and will be
a complicating factor for them, they have decisions to make about the U.S.
attitude toward the project. On the whole, U.S. officials have supported the
project—but only with the understanding that it will provide Europe with
no truly autonomous capabilities. When it appears otherwise, they oppose,
sometimes artfully and sometimes clumsily. The more the United States op-
poses the project, the more suspicious many Europeans become about the
ultimate rewards of cooperation with the United States in the context of NATO.
Overt U.S. opposition may help produce the very capacities that the United
States opposes. Given U.S. power, along with consciousness of its power, it is
not obvious that the United States will find a subtle way to deal with the EU’s
defense efforts. This will add more friction to the transatlantic relationship.

The European defense project was not pursued with much vigor un-
til after the end of the Cold War. Most progress is comparatively recent.
Though many factors have contributed to this recent progress, specific ques-
tions posed by the unusually preponderant U.S. power position appear par-
ticularly important. Viewed in this light, ESDP is a form of balancing behavior,
albeit still a weak form. Should ESDP progress, as it well might given the
causes at work, it seems likely that Europe will prove a less docile ally of the
United States in a decade or two.

125 Sir Rodric Braithwaite, “End of the Affair,” Prospect, May 2003, www.prospect-magazine.co.uk/
ARticleView.asp?P Article=11914.


